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Abstract
The United States educational systems are experiencing an increase in racially diverse
classrooms. Therefore, it is imperative for all students to feel a sense of belonging and see
themselves reflected in their schools ’leadership and within the schools ’staff (Leithwood, 2004).
However, due to the lack of diversity within the leadership of schools, some students of Color
continue to see themselves in segregated school systems primarily composed of White leaders
(Rothstein, 2013)

Historically, the position of the school principal has been dominated by the male gender,
particularly the White male (Hill et al., 2016). Therefore, research in the principalship has been
primarily focused on the White male principals ’successes, leadership capabilities, and the
challenges and successes while they were in the role. When looked at in the role of a principal,
specifically from the Black male viewpoint there is a lack of literature providing context to past
and present Black male principals challenges, leadership capabilities, and their success while in
the principal’s role. Therefore, in order to provide a full scope from an unbiased lens, this study
will evaluate both, Black male principals in predominantly White settings and White male
principals in racially diverse settings, to explore the challenges they encounter and their support
they received while working in racially isolated settings. After reviewing the literature on the
principalship, the most predominant finding in examining past and current research is that the
role of the principal has expanded and evolved over time. However, what appeared to remain
consistent is the lack of diversity in school leadership despite a changing education system
(Howard, 2007).
The purpose of the study was to examine the challenges and supports reported by a select
group of three Black and three White male principals who worked in Minnesota school
environments where their race is not highly represented in the dominant school culture. Through
the study, the researcher examined the commonalities and differences in the challenges reported
by Black and White male principals in racially isolated experiences. The study contributes to the
research literature by addressing the following overarching research question: What did Racially
Isolated Principals in Minnesota report as challenges when their race was not highly represented
in the demographics of their buildings? In addition, the study also addressed the following
questions: What did select Racially Isolated Principals in Minnesota K-12 public schools report
as personal or professional benefits working in a racially isolated setting? What are the
commonalities and/or differences in the challenges reported by select Black and White male
principals in Minnesota? What support do Racially Isolated Principals report receiving in racially
isolated districts?
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“When you are having a conversation about racial oppression, you will not be the only one who
is nervous, and you will not be the only one taking a risk.”
― Ijeoma Oluo, So You Want to Talk About Race

Education is the key solution for change, for peace, and for help in the fight against racism and
discrimination in general.
-Clarence Seedorf
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Chapter I: Introduction
Introduction
Racially diverse classrooms are becoming more prevalent as society continues to change.
Therefore, it is imperative for all students to feel a sense of belonging and see themselves
reflected in the school leadership and within the school staff (Leithwood, 2004). Growing up in

a system that is segregated and only composed of White leaders supports a system where cultural
richness is deprived and allows students to have a biased outlook of what society looks like
(Figlio, 2018). According to O’Donnell (2019), diversity in leadership also has the potential to
confer unique benefits on White students by preparing them to live and work productively with
those from other racial groups and to counteract their exposure to racial bias. In order for this to
happen, White dominant leadership must be interrupted (DiAngelo, 2019). People of Color must

be provided leadership opportunities. White leaders with positional power must not be afraid to
call out White fragility within the moment to interrupt systemic oppression (DiAngelo, 2019).
Historically, the position of the school principal has been invariably dominated by the male
gender, particularly the White male (Hill et al., 2016). According to the National Center for
Education Statistics (2016), the primary federal entity for collecting and analyzing school data, the
percentage of Black public-school principals has hardly increased over the last 25 years. During

the 1987-88 school year, 87% of public-school principals were White, 9% were Black, 3% were
Hispanic, and 2% were American Indian/Alaska Native, Asian American, or Native
Hawaiian/Pacific Islander. A decade later, in the 2007-08 school year, only 17.6% of principals of
all United States schools were from minority backgrounds (Hill et al., 2016). In addition, Hill et al.
(2016) stated in urban areas, 9.3% were minorities; and, in small towns, just 6.2% were minorities.
In more recent data, about 78% of public-school principals were White, 11% were Black, and 8%
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were Hispanic. Asian, American Indian/Alaska Native, and mixed race each comprised 1.0% of
public-school principals, while Pacific Islander represented less than 1.0% of public-school
principals (Hill et al., 2016). This disproportionality is cause for concern as this is a systemic issue
of underrepresentation of educators of Color at all levels (Hill et al., 2016). According to Sanchez
et al. (2009) “Leadership that represents the cultural and ethnic groups is important for all students
because the world students will join as adults is richly diverse” (¶ 5). In addition, “Principals of
Color can make unique contributions to students ’level of comfort, motivation, and achievement in
schools with high populations of minorities” (Sanchez et al., 2009, ¶5).
The lack of Black male leaders in K-12 education is highly attributed to the Brown Vs.
Board of Education ruling (1954). This decision impacted many successful Black educators, as it
caused many principals and teachers of Colors to lose their positions in education (Tillman,
2004). According to The Learning Policy Institute, there were 82,000 Black teachers in
American public schools in 1954. Following the Brown vs. Board of Education ruling there was
a decrease in Black teachers and principals in the education profession. Approximately 40,000
Black educators lost their jobs because all-Black schools were shut down due to decisions and
policies created by White politicians that affected one particular race (Tillman, 2004).
“While Black and White faces filled the seats at the newly integrated schools, the hand on
the Blackboard was still White” (Amber, 2018, ¶3). As of today, nearly 60 years after Brown vs.
Board of Education (1954), students in the United States educational system go 12 years where
they will not have or ever meet a Black teacher or principal (Milner & Howard, 2004). This is a
result of the teaching and school administration positions remaining predominantly White
because of the following considerations such as:
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1. Brown Vs. Board of Education unanticipated consequences.
2. White politicians and biased policies.
3. Teachers of Color represent only 18% of the teaching population.
4. Fewer undergraduates of Color are choosing to major in education.
5. Lack of mentorship to lead other Black males into school administration (Milner &
Howard, 2004).
After reviewing the literature on the principalship, the most predominant finding in
examining past and current research is that the role of the principal has expanded and evolved
over time. However, what appeared to remain consistent is the lack of diversity in school
leadership despite a changing education system. Through the eyes of history and current
narratives the demands and challenges of the role of the principal may appear very different
depending on an individual’s gender and/or race. Furthermore, research has provided a one-sided
synopsis of White male principals in educational settings and that White leaders in different
districts are successful regardless of the demographics. Additionally, research is limited on Black
male leaders in educational settings regardless of success, support, and challenges. This could be
due to the lack of Black male leaders in education. However, research that focuses on Black
male leaders provides context to how valuable and necessary it is to have their visibility and

perspective. According to Johns Hopkins University and American University (2018),
researchers found, “Black students who’d had just one Black teacher/principal by third grade
were 13% more likely to enroll in college—and those who’d had two were 32% more likely”
(John Hopkins University & American University, 2018, para. 1).
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Statement of the Problem
Research is lacking in exploring the challenges Racially Isolated Principals encounter
when leading a school where the principal’s race is not highly represented in the dominant school
culture. There are very few studies that detail the challenges or details the support that Racially
Isolated Principals receive. Therefore, there is a need for further research to identify these
challenges to provide insights for other racially isolated male principals who are pursuing
employment where the demographics of the school is not reflective of their race.
When reviewing the literature, there was a lack of research in exploring White male
principals ’challenges; research mainly focused on the White male principals ’successes,
leadership capabilities, and the challenges and successes while they were in the role.
Additionally, there was a lack of literature providing context to past and present Black male
principals challenges, leadership capabilities, and their success while in the principal’s role. To
provide a full scope from an unbiased lens, it was necessary to study both Black male principals
in predominantly White settings and White male principals in racially diverse settings, and to
explore the challenges they faced in racially isolated experiences.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study is to examine the challenges reported by a select group of three

Black and three White male principals who work in school environments whose student and or
staff demographics are different than their individual race. In other words, they work in racially
isolated settings. The study provides an analysis of the challenges, the support they received
from their school districts, and their perspectives on race and its impact on their principalships.
Through the study, the researcher compared the commonalities and differences of Black and
White male principals ’perspectives who serve in racially isolated positions. It is anticipated the
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study can contribute relevant research and provide insight to other racially isolated male
principals pursuing employment in a school setting where their race is not highly represented in
the dominant school culture.
To understand the phenomenon of Black male principals working in predominantly
White settings and White male principals in racially diverse settings, the researcher conducted a
study that highlights their experiences and perceptions. Additionally, the researcher analyzed
their reported experiences to identify commonalities and differences. In preparation for the
conduct of the study, the researcher believed that in order to understand the challenges that
principals may face, it was necessary to understand the history of the principalship, the impact of
Brown Vs. Board of Education on Black leaders, the impact of Critical Race Theory on decision
making, the challenges of principals, and the impact of isolation.
Research Questions
The following research questions were developed by the researcher to guide the study:
1. What did select Black male principals in Minnesota K-12 public schools report as
personal and professional job challenges when their race is not highly represented in
the demographics of their school buildings?
2. What did select White male principals in Minnesota K-12 public schools report as

personal and professional job challenges when their race is not highly represented in
the demographics of their school buildings?
3. What are the commonalities and/or differences in the personal /professional
challenges reported by select Black and White male principals in Minnesota K-12
public schools?
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4. What did select Racially Isolated Principals in Minnesota K-12 public schools report
as personal or professional benefits working in a racially isolated setting?
Significance of the Study
The study is relevant to the field of education as there is a limited amount of current
research on Racially Isolated Principals. Given that racially diverse classrooms are becoming
more prevalent, it is imperative for all students to feel a sense of belonging and see themselves
reflected in the school leadership and within the school staff (Leithwood, 2004). As the
principalship continues to diversify, schools of any demographic make-up may see an increase in
administrators of all races and ethnicities as a result. Therefore, the study research will serve as a
source of knowledge and inspiration for practitioners and educators who seek strategies to
develop resilient leaders in racially isolated settings and help them cope in their experiences.
Most of the studies and literature reviewed are from the White male narratives. The
literature on the principalship and the modern-day educational systems often lack the
perspectives and narratives of People of Color. The experiences of Black male leaders in all
educational settings can offer:
1. Students have an opportunity to see something other than dominant White culture, as
“Leadership that represents the cultural and ethnic groups is important for all students

because the world students will join as adults is richly diverse” (Sanchez et al., 2009).
2. There is a potential to confer unique benefits on White students by preparing them to
live and work productively with those from other racial groups and to counteract their
exposure to racial bias (O’Donnell, 2019).
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3. Make unique contributions to students ’level of comfort, motivation, and achievement
in schools (Sanchez et al., 2009).
4. Help decrease the achievement gap as Black students who had just one Black
teacher/principal by third grade were 13% more likely to enroll in college—and those
who’d had two were 32% more likely. (John Hopkins University & American
University, 2018, para. 1)
The study research results provide opportunities for Minnesota school district leaders to
develop strategies to handle the challenges Racially Isolated Principals encounter and for
aspiring principals of Color the opportunities to understand the challenges and supports
associated with Racially Isolated Principal positions. The study may allow school district leaders
in Minnesota to understand the challenges Racially Isolated Principals encounter through the
personal experiences of Black male principals and White male principals whose race was not
highly representative in the dominant school culture.
Assumptions
According to Simon (2011), assumptions in a study are items that are somewhat out of
the researcher’s control but, if they disappear the study would become irrelevant. Leedy and
Ormrod (2010) posited, “Assumptions are so basic that, without them, the research problem itself

could not exist” (p. 62). Therefore, the participants interviewed for the study are providing
observations and experiences, as they personally perceive them. It is assumed that all participants
answer the interview questions openly and honestly.
In addition, the researcher identified the following assumptions for the study.
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1. The sample of Minnesota male principals studied was not representative of all
Minnesota public or charter schools and staff.
2. All participants have experienced some level of challenges.
3. Black male principals were assumed to face more challenges than White male
principals due to the lack of Black professionals in education.
Delimitations
Delimitations are boundaries in a study that have been established by the researcher
(Roberts, 2010). The delimitations are in the researcher’s control. Delimiting factors include the
choice of objectives, the research questions, variables of interest, theoretical perspectives that the
researcher adopted (Roberts, 2010).
The following are delimitations of this study. The following is a list of the study’s
delimitations:
1. The study interviewed three Black male principals in predominantly White settings,
and three White male principals in racially diverse settings.
2. Respondents in the study were limited to public school principals in the state of
Minnesota.
3. The criteria used in participant selection is the same as those of the researcher

therefore, steps were taken to ensure that only the participants ’views were included.
Objective of the Study
1. To obtain information that could assist Black males seeking leadership positions in
predominantly White settings to have a general idea what to expect regarding personal
and professional challenges.
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2. To obtain information that will assist White males seeking leadership in racially
diverse settings to have a general idea what to expect regarding personal and
professional challenges.
3. To offer insights/strategies to superintendents/institutions to understand challenges and
provide needed supports to Racially Isolated Principals.
Definition of Terms
The following terms are defined to aid the reader:
● Black: A term defined as of or relating to any of the various population groups
having dark pigmentation of the skin; of or relating to the African American people or
their culture (Merriam-Webster.com, n.d.a).
● Code Switching: The “application of separate value systems to different situations”
(Sadao, 2003, p. 397).
● Critical Race Theory (CRT): A conceptual framework that analyzes the influences of
race on behaviors, systems, and relationships within educational institutions (Delgado
& Stefancic, 2012).
● Dominant White Culture: White people and the ideas, thoughts, beliefs, and actions
of White people are superior to People of Color and their ideas, thoughts, beliefs, and

actions (DiAngelo, 2019).
● Implicit Bias: Bias that results from the tendency to process information based on
unconscious associations and feelings, even when these are contrary to one’s
conscious or declared beliefs: implicit bias in cases of racial discrimination (Brooks,
2013).
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● Predominantly White School: Predominantly White school (PWS) is the term used to
describe schools in which Whites account for 50% or greater of the student
enrollment (Turner & Myers, 2000).
● People of Color: A person who has a racial identity other than White
(Yourdictionary.com).
● Race: A term defined as “a categorical distinction based on phenotypic characteristics
that, from a historical point of view, has been imposed by others (racialization)”
(Verkuyten, 2005, p. 57).
● Racially Isolated Principals: For the purpose of the research, the researcher defines a
Racially Isolated Principal as a principal whose race or ethnicity is not highly
represented in the greater population of the school.
● Stereotype: To believe unfairly that all people or things with a particular
characteristic are the same (Merriam-Webster.com, n.d.b)
● Token Hire: “A person of Color who has been hired because of his or her ethnicity”
(Bronstein, 1993, p. 61).
● White: A term defined as of relating to a race of people who have light colored skin
and who came originally from Europe (Merriam-Webster.com, n.d.c)

● Whiteness: Whiteness is a location of structural advantage, of race privilege. Second,
it is a ‘standpoint,’ a place from which White people look at ourselves, at others, and
at society. Third, ‘Whiteness’ refers to a set of cultural practices that are usually
unmarked and unnamed (DiAngelo, 2019).
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● White Fragility: White Fragility is a state in which even a minimum amount of racial
stress becomes intolerable, triggering a range of defensive moves. These moves
include the outward display of emotions such as anger, fear, and guilt, and behaviors
such as argumentation, silence, and leaving the stress-inducing situation (DiAngelo,
2019).
● White Privilege: Having greater access to power and resources than People of Color
[in the same situation] do (Kendall, 2013).
Organization of the Study
The study was designed in a five-chapter format. The chapters are designed as follows:
Chapter I: Introduction, Chapter II: Review of Literature, Chapter III: Methodology, Chapter IV:
Results, and Chapter V: Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations.
Chapter I of the study covers the purpose of the study, the role of the principal, the
statement of the problem and the challenges of racially isolated male principals. In addition, the
study explores Black male principals and White male principals in Minnesota to address the
challenges they encounter when their race or culture is not highly represented in the dominant
culture of the school.
Chapter II reviews relevant literature upon which the study is based. The literature was

organized in five themes: the history of the principalship, the impact of Brown Vs. Board of
Education (1954) Critical Race Theory, the challenges of principalship, and the impact of
isolation.
Chapter III consists of the methodology of the study including information on the
quantitative and qualitative method that will be used in the research, the sample size,
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instrumentation used for the study, data collection procedures, data analyses, and how the data
were analyzed.
Chapter IV reports the findings of the study. The case study findings are descriptively
analyzed and presented.
Chapter V includes conclusions of the study and findings and offers discussion and
recommendations for future research.
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Chapter II: Review of Literature
Introduction
The purpose of the study was to examine the challenges and supports reported by a select
group of three Black and three White male principals who worked in school environments where
their race is not highly represented in the dominant school culture. In other words, each principal
experienced working in a racially isolated environment. The study provided a comparative
analysis of the challenges and the support as reported by the study participants as well as their
perspectives on race and its impact on their principalships. It is anticipated the study can
contribute relevant research to the field of educational administration, provide insights for other
racially isolated male principals pursuing employment in a school setting where their race is not
highly represented in the dominant school culture, and offer suggestions for needed support for
the racially isolated male principal.
The literature review is organized to support the research questions identified in the
study:
1. What did select Black male principals in Minnesota K-12 public schools report as
personal and professional job challenges when their race is not highly represented in
the demographics of their school buildings?

2. What did select White male principals in Minnesota K-12 public schools report as
personal and professional job challenges when their race is not highly represented in
the demographics of their school buildings?
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3. What are the commonalities and/or differences in the personal /professional
challenges reported by select Black and White male principals in Minnesota K-12
public schools?
4. What did select Racially Isolated Principals in Minnesota K-12 public schools report
as personal or professional benefits working in a racially isolated setting?
The first section of the literature review provides insight on the historical perspective of
the principalship and how White dominant culture has been the historical perspective of
educational leadership. This section also focuses on the impact of the Brown Vs. Board of
Education ruling and how it impacted Black principals. The final two sections of the literature
review focus on Critical Race Theory and the professional and personal challenges encountered
by K-12 public school principals.
As the chief decision-maker in the school building, principals must constantly be flexible
to handle issues as they arise, regardless of the severity. Depending on the day, different
challenges may emerge. Harper (2018) detailed six top challenges principals shared in a survey:
(a) managing work-life balance, (b) meeting students ’mental health needs, (c) addressing toxic
employees, (d) supporting special education services, (e) being creative in retaining teachers, and
(f) openly communicating about safety and security protocols.

Although the challenges principals encounter can be viewed as well-recognized
problems, there is a shortage of empirical research on the topic of challenges principals
encounter when the demographics of their buildings does not mirror their personal culture or
race.
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History of the Principalship
It was not until around the time of the Civil War that the notion of tax supported free
public education became widely accepted (McIntosh, 2005). Schools were built on land that was
often donated by farmers as they believed the plot of the land was unfit for farming. (McIntosh,
2005). In addition, farmers also donated land to ensure that schools were built in areas that were
convenient for them and their family to attend (McIntosh, 2005). When the land was obtained, it
was local individuals of the town that pitched in to build the schools making this a community
project (McIntosh, 2005). The earliest schools were crude structures, built from whatever
materials were at hand; wood, sod, adobe, or fieldstone (McIntosh, 2005). “From the early 1800s
to the mid-20th century, the landscape was dotted with these tiny centers of learning, where
indomitable teachers combining the skills of educator, nurse, counselor, and drill sergeant
presided over a roomful of students who range in age from 5 to 20” (McIntosh, 2005, p. 42).
As one-room schools continued to be the backbone of American education, the
enrollment and the duties for teachers continued to increase (McIntosh, 2005). Even within the
colonial period through much of the 19th Century we see that the weight of the school was
carried out by individual teachers (https://www.pbs.org/onlyateacher/timeline.html). The duties
of one room schoolhouse teachers consisted of, but was not limited to, maintaining the building,

disciplining students, monitoring enrollment, abiding by board regulations and expectations, and
teaching whatever curriculum that could be gathered and approved by the local community
(Varcoe, 2015). Additionally, one-room schoolhouse teachers worked with a variety of students,
ranging from grades one through grade eight, inside only one room where the structure itself
remained looking like a house (McIntosh, 2005).
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Even McIntosh (2005) recalled this information as she suggested, “in a one-room
schoolhouse the teacher was the principal, custodian, nurse, counselor and occasionally the
cook” (McIntosh, 2005, p. 42). While one room schoolhouse teachers continued to wear many
hats within the school, classrooms were filled with as many as 30 students working on different
subjects at different levels. Some schools had as many as 80 students jammed into the single
room (McIntosh, 2005).
Prior to schools having a principal or a principal’s office, leadership of a school included
minimal expectations and guidelines as there were no clear duties for the job (Wallace
Foundation, 2013). By the middle of the 19th Century, the principalship in large cities had
acquired certain outstanding characteristics. Pierce (1935) suggested principal characteristic
consisted of the following criteria:
● A teaching male principal as the controlling head of the school’
● Female and primary departments under the direction of the male principal.
● Prescribed duties which were limited largely to discipline, routine administrative acts,
and jading of pupils in the various rooms. (Pierce, 1935, p. 12)
As schools became larger and grade-level classes were established, the position of
“principal teacher” was created (Kafka, 2009). Even Sergiovanni (2001) agreed with Pierce

(1935) as he recalled the position of principal teacher included the idea that the position was held
almost always a man who supervised the departments of a school and who carried out clerical
and administrative duties that kept the school in order such as, assigning classes, conducting
discipline, maintaining the building, taking attendance, and ensuring that school began and ended
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on time (Sergiovanni 2001). These early school leaders enacted the culture of the school in a way
that the individual teacher could not.
As the 19th Century waned, the teaching duties slowly disappeared for principal teachers.
Due to the limited information on the principalship in the 1920s and 1930s, it is very challenging
to report their duties and roles (Kafka, 2009). However, what is evident in the literature is that
during the 1920s many babies were born, and this led to an increase in population. This growth
caused elementary school enrollments to increase and secondary schools ’enrollment to increase
dramatically too.
Kafka (2009) shared brief insight as he explained that principals ’roles in the 1920s were
the beginnings of modern-day roles and they were in charge of managing the school, supervising
teachers, and providing the professional development required to ensure that teachers were welltrained to effectively deliver the curriculum. In addition, principals had bureaucratic, managerial,
instructional and community responsibilities (Kafka 2009). Kafka also explained that principals
in the 1920s were viewed as scientific managers, as well as spiritual and religious value-centered
leaders. However, this was dismantled in the 1930s as religious imagery associated with the role
disappeared and the principals as a business manager in a factory was the norm (Beck &
Murphy, 1992). “By the mid-1930s, the principal completing teaching roles declined as 70% of

principals had no teaching duties” (Kafka, 2009, p. 11).
The 1950s brought Brown vs. the Board of Education of Topeka, in which American
schools were desegregated, but they were still unequal for People of Color (Brown v. Board of
Education of Topeka, U.S. 483, 1954). “Civil rights regulations also helped in the erosion of
local authority by increasing the demands and constraints on local school administrations, thus
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limiting choices” (Sergiovanni, 2001, p. 25). For southerners, this decision did not just call for
the end of segregated schools, it also threatened the foundation of White supremacy (Ramsey,
2008). For the first time Black students had to attend schools with little or no familiarity and
were disrespected (Hannah-Jones, 2020). In addition, they had to assimilate into a culture they
were previously excluded from (Tillman, 2004). Additionally, African American principals, who
once held one of the most powerful and prestigious positions within African American
communities received demotions or lost their jobs as their schools were eliminated (Tillman,
2004).
The Impact of Brown Vs. Board of Education on Black Administrators
The 1950s sparked the Brown Vs. Board of Education of Topeka (1954) in which the
justices ruled unanimously that racial segregation of children in public schools was
unconstitutional (History.com Editors, 2009). Most historians highlight the Brown vs. Board of
Education case as a pivotal moment for Black students in the education system in America
(Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, U.S. 483, 1954). Although Blacks within the United
States have experienced a significant amount of their share of unjust practices; this ruling
represented a critical moment in the struggle for Black people that allowed the fight for equality
to continue to the present day (Tillman, 2004).

The Brown Vs. The Board of Education (1954) was composed of five separate matters
heard by the Court as a consolidated action (Tillman, 2004). These cases originated throughout
the United States and were: Brown Vs. Board of Education of Topeka, Briggs Vs. Elliot, Davis
Vs. Board of Education of Prince Edward County (VA), Bolling Vs. Sharpe, and Gebhart Vs.
Ethel.
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The main focuses of the cases are as follows:
● Brown Vs. Board of Education of Topeka. In 1950, Linda lived only seven blocks
away from a good elementary school. However, she had to walk one mile every day
to reach her school and be able to attend her classes. The reason was simple: the
school located seven blocks from where she lived was a school designated only for
Whites. In 1950, however, her parents decided to ignore the segregation policy of the
school and tried to have Linda enrolled in the nearer school so that she would not
have to walk two miles each day just to attend her classes. The problem arose when
she was turned away by the school principal who insisted on implementing the
school’s policy of segregation. (History.com Editors, 2009, para 1)
● Davis Vs. Board of Education of Prince Edward County: {Virginia}.”In April 1951,
Barbara Rose Johns, a high school student in Farmville, Virginia, organized a student
strike to protest poor school conditions. Four hundred fifty African American students
from Moton High School participated in the two-week protest. The students believed
that the deplorable conditions at the school deprived them of equal educational
opportunities. Moton had no gymnasium, cafeteria, infirmary or teachers’ restrooms,
and the overflow of students was housed in an old school bus and three buildings

covered in tar paper. Local parents had repeatedly sought improvements from the
local school board without success. (History.com Editors, 2009, para 1)
● Bolling Vs. Sharpe, {District of Columbia}. In 1947, Gardner Bishop and the
Consolidated Parents Group, Inc. began a crusade to end segregated schooling in
Washington, D.C. At the beginning of the school term in 1950, Bishop attempted to
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get eleven young African American students admitted to the newly completed John
Philip Sousa Junior High School. They were turned away, although the school had
several empty classrooms. Charles Hamilton Houston, the special counsel to the
NAACP, provided legal representation for the group. (History.com Editors, 2009,
para 1)
● Belton (Bulah) Vs. Gebhart {Delaware}. In 1951, brought by parents in Claymont,
who were forced to send their children to a run-down segregated high school in
Wilmington rather than a school in the community. Bulah Vs. Gebhart was brought
by Sarah Bulah, a parent who had made several attempts to convince the Delaware
Department of Public Instruction to provide bus transportation for Black children in
the town of Hockessin. Particularly galling was the fact that a bus for White children
passed her house twice a day but would not pick up her daughter. (History.com
Editors, 2009, para 1)
● Briggs Vs. Elliot {South Carolina}. In 1952, the Briggs case was named for Harry
Briggs, one of 20 parents who sued R.W. Elliott, the president of the school board for
Clarendon County, South Carolina. Initially, parents had only asked the county to
provide school buses for the Black students as they did for Whites. When their

petitions were ignored, they filed a suit challenging segregation itself. (History.com
Editors, 2009, para 1)
While the facts of each case are different, the main issue in each was the constitutionality
of state-sponsored segregation in public schools (History.com Editors, 2009). The Board of
Education, on the other hand, defended its policy by stating that segregation did not really harm
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Black children (Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, U.S. 483, 1954). On the contrary, it
claimed that separating them from the White children at an early age actually prepared them for
the real world where Blacks were also segregated from Whites (Board of Education of Topeka,
U.S. 483, 1954). However, this contradicted and violated the Equal Protection Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment (History.com Editors, 2009). The 14th Amendment to the United States
Constitution, ratified in 1868, granted citizenship to all persons born or naturalized in the United
States—including former slaves—and guarantees all citizens “equal protection of the laws”
(History.com Editors, 2009).
In 1954, the Supreme Court ruled in Brown Vs. Board of Education that educational
segregation was unconstitutional, and thus required southern schools to integrate (Board of
Education of Topeka, U.S. 483, 1954). On the contrary, it claimed that separating them from the
White children at an early age actually prepared them for the real world where Blacks were also
segregated from Whites). However, the jobs of Black teachers and principals were not protected
(Amber, 2018). This led to the decrease-increase-decrease of Black principals and teachers. The
following is a chronological depiction of how this impacted Black teachers and principals:
● First, during the mid-1960s, in the early years of implementing the court ruling, the
numbers of Black teachers and principals declined as a result of racism that marred

school desegregation (Amber, 2018).
● Second, from the late-60s to the early 70s, the number of Black teachers increased in
efforts to improve the diversity issue recognized by certain administrators in the
south (Amber, 2018).
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● Third, by the mid-70s, another decline in Black teacher population occurred. Black
teachers were being hired at slower rates and fired at faster rates (Amber, 2018).
Furthermore, while Black and White faces filled the seats at the newly integrated
schools, the hand on the Blackboard was still White (Rothstein, 2013). Black school officials
suffered the most, as they experienced a loss significantly higher than White (Rothstein, 2013).
As segregation was coming to an end, many communities, stakeholders, and schools still
opposed the idea of integration. The Black teachers who were employed to work in schools that
integrated Black and White students did not experience an environment like they had before in
an all-Black school setting (Tillman, 2004). Unfortunately, they were not treated with the same
respect as their colleagues. In fact, White teachers, administrators, and students whom they
taught treated them with a significant amount of disrespect, as if they were inferior (Tillman,
2004). In addition, Black teachers were assigned to classrooms where the grade level and
subject area was out of the scope of their expertise, resulting in poor teacher-evaluations and
student test scores (Amber, 2018).
As a result, Black teachers were removed as this was seen as Black teachers
underperforming and that Black teachers were incompetent (Amber, 2018). “White school
boards used a number of strategies to obscure the role racism played in decisions to terminate

Black educators” (Amber, 2018). Researchers indicated the firings decimated the Black
teaching force and educational tradition, helping set the stage for decades of poor performance
by Black students (Tillman, 2004). Additionally, the gap between Black students and their
White peers was growing wider, creating schools that are not only racially segregated, but
economically segregated (Amber, 2018).
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Critical Race Theory
People of Color on a regular basis and for the past years have endured a significant
amount of mistreatment. This form of mistreatment comes in many ways via implicit or explicit
bias, abuse, indignities of slave life, prejudice, police profiling and brutality, the whippings and
sexual assaults as a slave, the selling and forcible relocation of family members, wage
differentials, institutionalized racism, the denial of education, oppression, usurpations, or the
effects itself of being a person who is non-White (Krivo et al., 2009). Even life after slavery
was a difficult time for Black people as the brutalities of White race prejudice persisted (Khan
Academy, n.d.). Many civil rights leaders, groups, and laws have challenged such behavior and
formed efforts to decrease the injustices and protest the mistreatment (Tillman, 2004). Such
efforts are witnessed via the civil rights movement, Brown Vs. Board of Education, the 13th and
14th Amendments, and through protest groups such as Black Panthers and Black Lives Matter.
From my perspective, the ultimate goal was for people to understand that the lives of Black
individuals matter, and that their narrative and truth is needed.
Critical Race Theory (CRT) is unique in that as it examines historical and currently
disenfranchised people (Delgado & Stefancic, 2012). The framework of CRT is built upon
empowering voices and perspectives that have been marginalized, while considering issues of
power, privilege, racism, and other forms of oppression on People of Color. Critical Race
Theory is a theory that was developed by legal scholars of Color with the intention to interject
how persons in power have created policies and laws that maintain/ed racial and ethnic
oppression even when policies were/are positioned as race-neutral (Witherspoon & Mitchell,
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2009). Additionally, the framework is used to explore anti-racist rhetoric that seek to
understand, challenge, and dismantle systems of racism (Witherspoon & Mitchell, 2009).
CRT begins with the notion that racism continues to be a significant, “normal” factor
regarding inequalities in American society (Witherspoon & Mitchell, 2009). Due to racism
being a part of the norm and deeply rooted for several years in our society it seems ordinary
(Delgado & Stefancic, 2012); however, many individuals are offended by the idea of being a
racist or highly disappointed when someone expresses they are being racist (Hardimon, 2019).
This actually complicates the nature of racism as individuals know that it is deplorable, yet
many will continue to benefit from it or continue to allow it to manifest in their everyday lives
(DiAngelo, 2019). Therefore, without recognizing, or acknowledging racism supports a system
where the impact of race on an individual or system will continue to allow marginalized groups
to be deficient in their perspective, findings, equal opportunities, and their voice (DiAngelo,
2019).
Critical Race Theory operates on three basic premises: that racism is pervasive; that
racism is permanent; and that racism must be challenged (Bell, 1992; Delgado Bernal, 2002;
Crenshaw et al., 1995; Delgado & Stefancic, 2012; Ladson-Billings & Tate, 1995; Yosso et al.,
2002). The review of literature shares details about the five tenets of Critical Race Theory. The

tenets of CRT that the study will discuss are racism in permanent, challenge to dominant
ideology, centrality of experiential knowledge, interest convergence theory, and
intersectionality.
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Racism is Permanent
Racism is ingrained in the American culture and is not a passing phase but a permanent
feature of American life (Delgado & Stefancic, 2012). Racism exists in almost all cultures and
some ethnicities or cultures are affected by it more than others. The norm of society and how
other groups are assessed is based off dominant White male culture such as, White, Christian,
middle class, and heterosexual (Delgado & Stefancic, 2012). However, Critical Race Theory
challenges, exposes, and shows how it affects non-White individuals (Ladson-Billings, 1994).
Challenge to Dominant Ideology
Critical Race Theory challenges White fragility, meritocracy, White privilege, color
blindness, racial injustices, and equal opportunity (Ladson-Billings, 1995; Solorzano & Yosso,
2002). CRT scholars argue that the presence of these concepts will only benefit individuals in
the dominant White culture in America (Calmore 1992; McCoy & Rodricks, 2015; Solorzano, et
al., 2000).
Centrality of Experiential Knowledge
Critical Race Theory honors the voices of People of Color and finds it to be valuable.
Furthermore, it uses various methods to convey the experiences of People of Color as the
narrative is appropriate for understanding and shows something different other than the dominant

White culture narrative (Ladson-Billings, 1994). The strategy of Critical Race Theory is to
utilize the lived experiences of People of Color to bring out the missing narrative and teach
others by relying on many ways such as: storytelling, family biographies, chronicles, and
narratives (Ladson-Billings, 1994).
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Interest Convergence Theory
Interest Convergence is a theory coined by Bell (1980). He suggested that the
advancements and victories for People of Color will only occur when it converges with the
interests of Whites (Bell, 1980). Critical Race Theory focuses on dismantling the system of
racism and empowering People of Color (McCoy & Rodricks, 2015).
Intersectionality
Intersectionality involves the assumption that People of Color are often disadvantaged by
multiple sources of oppression: their race, class, gender identity, sexual orientation, religion, and
other identity markers (Ladson-Billings,1994; McCoy & Rodricks, 2015).
Challenges of the Principalship
The role of the principal is complex in nature and it is difficult for the description to be
described in a short or lengthy blurb as today’s principal role is constantly consisting of multitasking and role changing without notice (Rousmaniere, 2013). Trail (2000), stated, the role of
the principal not only requires he or she to be a good manager and leader, but also a
psychologist, teacher, facilities manager, police officer, cheerleader, philosopher, diplomat,
social worker, Public Relations director, mentor, and coach.
The National Association of Elementary School Principals (NAESP) (2019) published an

article which suggested the duties of principals are but not limited to include:
1. Create and sustain a commonly accepted vision and mission for school and student
performance.
2.

Engage deeply with teachers on student performance data and instructional services
quality.
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3. Support teachers with professional development and provide sufficient collaborative
time within and across grade levels.
4.

Efficiently manage resources, such as human capital, time, and funding.

5. Create physically, emotionally, and cognitively safe learning environments for
students and staff.
6.

Develop strong and respectful relationships with parents, communities, and local
stakeholders with an interest in supporting high student academic achievement.

7.

Act in a professional and ethical manner

8. Set high expectations and standards for the academic, social, emotional, and physical
development of all students.
9. Manage data and knowledge to inform decisions and measure progress of student,
adult, and school performance.
10. Actively engage the community to create shared responsibility for student academic
performance and successful development. (National Association of Elementary
School Principals, 2019, p. 3)
Further evidence to support these duties has been found in other research. In fact,
Sogunro (2012), stated that principals work year around, supervise activities at night and on

weekends, navigate changes in school structure and demographics, address new policies,
maintain deadlines for attaining educational goals, understand socio-economic issues, school
violence, and environmental disasters. It is noted that each of these competencies are extremely
important. In addition, it is imperative for school administrators to be racially conscious leaders
to help close the achievement gap, to decrease the overrepresentation of students of Color in
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special education and to interrupt policies and/or procedures that do not benefit all students in
education (Odell, 2015).
While the role of the school principal has never been perceived to be an easy one, it
should be understood that many administrators of Color must meet the same expected demands
of leading a school while facing challenges related to their race; this is a different experience
than their White counterparts (Sanchez et al., 2008). Although the principal role is complex, a
special report by Harper (2018) detailed six top challenges principals shared in a survey as the
top perceived challenges. Harper shared the results from the survey and stated the following as
the six challenges: (a) managing work-life balance, (b) meeting students ’mental health needs, (c)
addressing toxic employees, (d) supporting special education services, (e) being creative in
retaining teachers, and (f) openly communicating about safety and security protocols.
Managing Work-Life Balance
Many experts in the field believe that the principalship is an undesirable educational
position for current and prospective administrators (Harper, 2018). As a result, this creates
challenges for human resources and superintendents for retention and recruitment of school
districts administrators (Leithwood & Azah 2014). The MetLife Foundation (2012) conducted a
principal study utilizing the survey tool and reported: “75% of the study’s participants reported

the principal’s job and duties have become more complex than ever” (MetLife, 2012) creating
work intensification. According to Bakker et al. (2004) some side effects of work intensification
are emotional exhaustion and employees ’disengagement, which mediate the negative
relationship between work intensification and employee performance. “For individual
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principals, work intensification challenges their personal efforts to develop and sustain healthy
and meaningful lives beyond the school gates” (Ontario Principals’ Council, 2016).
The balance between work and life outside of school is a trending challenge. Even prior
research gives us insight on the work life balance, as one article detailed:
Principals said their many obligations can require a huge time commitment, impeding
their work-life balance and limiting what they can accomplish on the job. Principals
discussed their long work hours. A number spoke of early mornings, some getting up as
early as 2:30 a.m. to finish the paperwork that is impossible to get during the day. A
high school principal, seeming to speak for many focus group participants, explained:
It’s not a 9-to-5 job. As soon as you wake up to the time you go to bed and even on
weekends. Kids can report things anytime. You’re on call all the time. (Levin et al.,
2019)
As a result of their busy schedules, several principals described how having a balance
between family and work is challenging and often requires personal sacrifices (Ontario
Principals’ Council, 2016).
To fully understand the challenges presented for the principalship and the well-being of
the principals, it is determined that more research should be conducted. Although the research is

inconclusive, there is evidence-based research that shows a correlation between principals ’
effectiveness and students ’success (Stanovich & Stanovich, 2003) Although principals may be
second to teachers in affecting student performance, it is imperative to have effective school
leaders as they ignite positive culture and climate (Stanovich & Stanovich, 2003). Therefore, it
is also imperative for leaders of schools to lead in healthy conditions and be able to manage
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professional accountability to personal necessities and not have to fear work intensification
(Harper, 2018).
Meeting Students Mental Health Needs
One of the biggest challenges for schools and educators is addressing the increasing need
of mental health issues in students (Harper, 2018). The National Alliance on Mental Illness
estimated 20% of American adolescents have a diagnosable mental disorder, from attentiondeficit/hyperactivity disorder to autism to chronic behavioral issues (National Institute of Mental
Health, n.d.). It is important to know that students with emotional and behavioral disorders have
the worst graduation rate of all students with disabilities. In addition, prior research indicated that
only 40% of students with emotional, behavioral, and mental health disorders graduate from high
school, compared to the national average of 76%; and over 50% of students with emotional and
behavioral disabilities ages 14 and older, dropout of high school (Association for Children’s
Mental Health, 2019). This is the highest dropout rate of any disability group. With this given
information, we need to do better (Association for Children’s Mental Health, 2019). While only
20% of American children with mental disorders are identified and provided services the
remainder of the students are unlikely to receive any formal help (Association for Children’s
Mental Health, 2019).

The challenge begins with deciding who is primarily responsible for students ’mental
health. Most teachers want to help. When the teacher is unable to assist, they feel isolated and at
a loss about what to do. However, a more obvious choice is the school psychologist. “If a district
could afford to place a minimum of one full-time psychologist per school, we could make such a
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positive impact and also help teachers who are overwhelmed trying to meet the needs of students
for which they have had no training,” says Reeves (LaFee, 2013, p. 27).
Addressing Toxic Employees
For schools to continue to progress and maintain their vision and mission objectives, it is
imperative for the school administrator to cultivate a positive climate and culture in the building.
This task is sometimes deemed as difficult as toxic employees who do not support the mission or
vision will create obstacles for the administrators and their colleagues (Eller & Eller, 2011).
According to Eller and Eller (2011) an employee who resists change will find ways to damage
the culture of the building by injecting negativity into the environment.
Eller and Eller (2011) shared personal experiences in their book, Working with Difficult
and Resistant Staff (Eller & Eller, 2011). The Ellers identified strategies that can be used to deal
with difficult and resistant staff members while maintaining a healthy school climate (Eller &
Eller, 2011). The authors detailed the eight major types of difficult staff, some of their
characteristics, and strategies that can be used to work with those employees as each type
presents their own threat to school climate and culture (Eller & Eller, 2011).
● Underminers:
○ Behavior: Verbally they will comply; however, their actions are different
as they criticize and fail to implement.
○ Strategy: Confront non-compliance through conversation. In addition,
allow underminers to have a voice to share concerns but check on their
implementation (Eller & Eller, 2011).
● Contrarians:
○ Behavior: These individuals will ignore all others ’perspectives and must
have the biggest voice at the table. Usually, they are the ones that will
speak for everyone (Eller & Eller, 2011).
○ Strategy: Confront behavior via conversation is the first task. Next,
leaders should create a pro vs. con type of conversation with all staff to get
multiple voices and perspectives. In addition, leaders must generate
conversation through groups (Eller & Eller, 2011).
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● Recruiter:
○ Behavior: These individuals will recruit others to their point of view
while dropping names of people who agree with them.
○ Strategy: First, leaders must confront behavior through conversation. In
addition, leaders must help others develop the strength to resist being
recruited. Finally, leaders must not be afraid to challenge the recruiter
about who agrees with them (Eller & Eller, 2011).
● The Challenged:
○ Behavior: These individuals believe there is no reason to change. In
addition, they will cover up their lack of knowledge.
○ Strategy: Leaders must ask specific questions to see if they understand
and determine what information is missing. In addition, leaders must
provide opportunities for staff to learn the skills (Eller & Eller, 2011).
● Retired on the Job:
○ Behavior: They are vocal about not wanting to change or improve.
○ Strategy: Leaders must commit to continuous classroom visits and try to
rationalize by understanding their perspective (Eller & Eller, 2011).
● Resident Experts:
○ Behavior: Individuals that are resident experts are vocal about issues and
new ideas. In addition, they will blame others or circumstances for their
mistakes.
○ Strategy: Leaders should hold resident experts accountable for errors and
privately ask questions to assess their knowledge (Eller & Eller, 2011).
● Unelected Representatives:
○ Behavior: Spokesperson to represent a non-existing group or viewpoint
without permission.
○ Strategy: Leaders must ask the colleagues they claim to represent if they
are in agreement. In addition, find a way or avenue that will generate
conversations that will allow all of them to speak (Eller & Eller, 2011).
● Whiners and Complainers:
○ Behavior: Find issues with everything and fail to take responsibility.
○ Strategy: Leaders must confront via conversation (Eller & Eller, 2011).
Supporting Special Education Service
After reviewing the research, another challenge for administrators is supporting special
education services. Although there are research studies that examine the roles of school
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administrators, there is a limited amount of research that examines the school administrator’s
training and the effect it has on special education and the services that are provided to students
with exceptionalities. Even other experts in the field believe this to be true as one writer stated,
“Lack of special education preparation for school principals is challenging their ability to serve
all students” (Goor et al., 1997, p. 2). The shortage within the training process for administrators
lies in the knowledge of and how to implement special education effectively (Morton, 2000). As
a result, this creates enormous problems for school principals.
Special education is the factor reported as having the most consistent effect on
principals ’time, enthusiasm, ability to lead schools, and frustration level (DiPaola & WaltherThomas, 2003). “Principals who effectively manage special education in their schools have to be
one part lawyer, one part counselor—and a little bit fearless” (Samuels, 2018). Today’s
principals need relevant and practical training that will give them the knowledge and skills they
need to deal with managerial operations of schools, legal issues, problem analysis, and various
interpersonal skills related to special education administration (DiPaola & Walther-Thomas,
2003). Programs for principal preparation must integrate coursework and field-based
experiences to allow interns to apply special education competencies and skills in schools
(DiPaola & Walther-Thomas, 2003).

Being Creative in Retaining Teachers
According to Scherer (2003), newspaper headlines dramatically declare that United
States public schools are facing a teacher shortage of epic proportions. Researchers agree that
climbing student enrollment, new laws requiring smaller class size, and impending retirements
mean that the United States will need to attract more teachers over the next decade (Scherer,
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2003). Responding to these challenges means being creative in teachers ’pay, improving working
conditions, responding to lack of support, and changing curriculum since they all contribute to
the teacher shortage.
Other notable factors in teachers ’professional decisions include school culture and
collegial relationships, time for collaboration, and decision-making input—also areas in which
the principal plays a central role. George Washington University (2019) released an article that
outlined seven strategies for retaining teachers.
The following is a list of some examples to help administrators address and hopefully fix
the problem by creating a supportive management environment such as: providing leadership
opportunities, establishing a mentoring program, improving the work environment, keeping up to
date with educational technology, reaching out to the community, and studying incentive
programs (George Washington University, 2019).
Openly Communicating about Safety and Security Protocols
School safety is one of the most important jobs of a school principal; principals want to
make sure everyone in the school is safe. Safety is essential to student well-being and learning.
Students who do not feel supported and safe at school, both physically and psychologically,
cannot learn to their fullest potential. In addition, teachers need to be physically safe and cared

for by their students, administrator, and other teachers to ensure a safe and secure building, and
to ensure they are giving their absolute best to our teaching community.
A principal’s job in this area never stops since they must always watch, think, secure,
and reassure others. “From managing ever-changing regulatory compliance requirements and
ensuring the proper communication channels are in place, to training staff and creating an
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overall school culture rooted in safe practices, there are a lot of tasks that principals complete to
ensure an effective safety plan” (Sander & Strasburger, 2019).
To ensure effective school safety, the principals and the staff must cultivate a culture of
respect towards school life and they must also commit to, day in and day out, school safety
learning. In addition, effective communication in schools is crucial in violence prevention and
crisis response. “It’s well established in the emergency response community that most of the
failures that occur during a crisis event pretty much anywhere (including schools) are not due to
a lack of manpower or materials or resources, but rather to problems with communication”
(ASCD & Klinger, 2018, para 1). Perhaps most important, school safety planning must be
conducted and communicated within the context that schools are among the safest places for
children and youth (Cowan & Paine, 2013). Principals must reinforce this message for their staff
members, families, and students, particularly in the aftermath of a high-profile incident (Cowan
& Paine, 2013).
The Impact of Isolation
Isolation—A lonely place. Regardless of the organization size, many individuals have felt
isolated at work, which have left them feeling all alone. Most of the time this feeling of being
isolated is induced by an individual’s environment that lacks diversity and inclusion, neglectful

managers, lack of communication, other employee’s perceptions, and no deliberate attempts to
engage subordinates (Becker, 1980). Isolation in the workplace is known to be damaging as it
can cause a significant amount of emotional and physical harm (Becker, 1980). In fact, a study
by O’Reilly et al. (2015) found that being isolated at work can be considered more hurtful and
harmful than being harassed. In addition, the study also suggested that isolation could threaten an
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individual’s eating habits, reduction in sleep, activity reduction, and poor relationships
professionally and personally (O’Reilly et al., 2015). However, the biggest threat is that isolation
may cause significant health risk factors as the chance of having a stroke or heart attack increases
by around 30% (O’Reilly e al., 2015).
Racial Isolation
Being isolated at work is not enjoyable but being isolated at work due to race or ethnicity
presents its own set of challenges. In the educational and work environment, racial and ethnic
minorities have many obstacles to overcome on a daily basis just based on their race or ethnicity
(Smith & Calasanti, 2005). Their experience at work and school is significantly different from
their White male counterparts. From being perceived differently to being paid lesser even the
“successful” minority reveal the experience to be different from their White male counterparts
(Cox & Nkomo, 1990; Yoder & Aniakudo, 1997). Could this differential in pay and/or
perception be due to Blacks being perceived as incompetent? According to Anderson (2018):
Black STEM employees perceive a range of race-related slights and inequities at work.
When asking employee if their race or ethnicity has made it harder, made it easier or
made no difference to their success in their career, Black employees are far more likely
(40%) than Hispanics employees (19%) or White employees (5%) to say their racial or

ethnic background has made it harder to succeed in their job. (¶5)
A person of Color, especially Black individuals, is often considered to be alone on the job
(Wingfield, 2015). Most Black professionals in White collar positions where they are leaders or
are specialized in the field or require educational credentials, work in environments where they
are in the racial minority (Wingfield, 2015). This comes with challenges. As explicit
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discrimination presents itself either weekly, daily, or monthly, the psychological cost of being a
racial minority in a racially isolated setting comes with significant impacts. Some psychological
thoughts to consider:
● The idea of walking on eggshells ensuring you are careful with your actions or words.
● Code switching to avoid being the angry Black male in the room.
● Being visibly Black and not perceived as the stereotypical Black.
● Suppress feelings, emotions, and thoughts, as there is no mentor of the same race.
● Experiencing racial isolation and stereotypes and not sure how to cope or deal with it.
● Being treated or seen as the representative for the entire racial group.
● Changing the narrative for others to feel comfortable, i.e.., reducing racial issues to
class-based ones.
● Always needing to prove yourself as competent or worthy. Striving to obtain higher
level credentials, work longer hours, outperforming others, and increasing your stress
as you try to be a perfectionist.
● Believing your recognition, reward, or promotion is due to your hard-work and not
because of Affirmative Action, “He or she received this because they are Black.
(Wingfield, 2015)

Despite all the effort employers are putting into making their companies more inclusive,
it is the feeling of being isolated that employees tend to remember the most (Carr et al., 2019).
Employers should understand immediately that if isolation is occurring frequently to racial and
ethnic groups the organization has a diversity problem. More than likely this is due to pure
ignorance and poor hiring practices. Oftentimes, the perception is to blame it on the lack of
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People of Color applying or going into the field. That could be the case but sometimes it is really
the employers or the hiring team not accepting or believing in the individuals when they are
present and at the table. If this is the case, it would be wise for the organization to consider or
continue diversity and inclusion training. In addition, the employers should focus on unpacking
biases, treating inequitable hiring practices, and changing and challenging the organizational
practices and climate (Yerardi & Jameel, 2019).
As employers continue to focus on diversity recruitment to improve hiring practices, it is
also necessary to create an action plan that focuses on diversity retention as well (Carr et al.,
2019). This comes with the idea of allowing People of Color the opportunity to speak their truth
in safe spaces, addressing and acknowledging the racial isolation, diversifying the staff, and
creating policies and procedures that benefit all. More importantly, it is simply supporting the
individual as a human and not as a product or a benefit to diversity of the company (Yerardi &
Jameel, 2019). Sometimes, racially isolated individuals just need some type of outlet as their
outlets in certain settings are quite small. It is about being valued and showing racially isolated
minorities that the employer cares. The value should be beyond just receiving a check in the
organization or benefiting beyond a number on an affirmative action plan (Yerardi & Jameel,
2019). If this starts to happen, then perhaps racially isolated professional will not count the

months and days until their next job and they will not be forced to answer the question, “should I
continue to tolerate the isolation, the discrimination, or the lack of value or should I leave the job
that I love?” (Yerardi & Jameel, 2019).
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Summary
The literature explored provided context to past and present White male principals in all
geographical areas. Furthermore, there was limited research exploring White male principals ’
challenges due to prior research mainly focused on their success, leadership capabilities, and the
challenges and success while they were in the role. However, to provide a full scope from an
unbiased lens, both Black male principals in predominantly White settings and White male
principals in racially diverse settings were studied as to the personal and professional challenges
they encountered and the supports they receive in racially isolated experiences.
Chapter II has provided research on the history of the principalship, the impact of Brown
Vs. Board of Education, Critical Race Theory, the challenges of the principalship, and the impact
of isolation and racial isolation.
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Chapter III: Methodology
Statement of the Problem
Research is lacking in exploring the challenges Racially Isolated Principals encounter
when leading a school where the principal’s race is not highly represented in the dominant school
culture. There are very few studies that detail the challenges or details the support that Racially
Isolated Principals receive. Therefore, there is a need for further research to identify these
challenges to provide insights for other racially isolated male principals who are pursuing
employment where the demographics of the school is not reflective of their race.
When reviewing the literature, there was a lack of research in exploring White male
principals ’challenges; research mainly focused on the White male principals ’successes,
leadership capabilities, and the challenges and successes while they were in the role.
Additionally, there was a lack of literature providing context to past and present Black male
principals challenges, leadership capabilities, and their success while in the principal’s role. To
provide a full scope from an unbiased lens, both, Black male principals in predominantly White
settings and White male principals in racially diverse settings were studied as to the challenges
they encountered in racially isolated experiences.
Purpose of the Study

The purpose of the study is to examine the challenges reported by a select group of three
Black and three White male principals who work in school environments whose student and or
staff demographics are different than their individual race. In other words, they work in racially
isolated environments. The study provides an analysis of the challenges, the support they
received from their school districts, and their perspectives on race and its impact on their
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principalships. Through the study, the researcher compared commonalities and differences of
Black and White male principals ’perspectives who served in racially isolated positions. It is
anticipated the study can contribute relevant research and provide insight to other racially
isolated male principals pursuing employment in a school setting where their race is not highly
represented in the dominant school culture.
To understand the phenomenon of Black male principals working in predominantly
White settings and White male principals in racially diverse settings, the researcher conducted a
study that highlights their experiences and perceptions. Additionally, the researcher compared
their reported experiences to identify commonalities and differences. To facilitate understanding
of the challenges that principals may face, it was necessary to examine the history of the
principalship, the impact of Brown Vs. Board of Education on Black leaders, the impact of
Critical Race Theory on decision making, the challenges of principals, and the impact of
isolation.
Research Questions
1. What did select Black male principals in Minnesota K-12 public schools report as
personal and professional job challenges when their race is not highly represented in
the demographics of their school buildings?

2. What did select White male principals in Minnesota K-12 public schools report as
personal and professional job challenges when their race is not highly represented in
the demographics of their school buildings?
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3. What are the commonalities and/or differences in the personal /professional
challenges reported by select Black and White male principals in Minnesota K-12
public schools?
4. What did select Racially Isolated Principals in Minnesota K-12 public schools report
as personal or professional benefits working in a racially isolated setting?
Research Design
A qualitative semi-structured interview approach was chosen to examine and explore the
respondents ’perceptions on the challenges encountered by Racially Isolated Principals where the
principals ’race is not highly represented in the dominant school culture. The purposes of
qualitative research are to construct an understanding of how people make sense of their lives,
and to describe how people interpret their experiences (Merriam, 2009). Through this process,
the participants have the freedom to express their views in their own terms and the interviews
provided reliable, and comparable qualitative data (Bernard, 1988).
The semi-structured interview allowed the researcher to ask open-ended questions. It
also ensured that the researcher asked the same questions and covered the same areas, making
the approach more systemic. According to Bernard (1988), the semi-structured interview is best
used when you do not get more than one chance to interview the individual. The study was based

upon the collection of individual stories, experiences; creating chronology of the experiences; restorying; coding for themes; and analyzing. Finally, the researcher conducted a pilot study with
two Black and White male school leaders in Minnesota, who were not a part of the study, to
assess the feasibility of the instrument design.
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Instrument for Data Collection
Due to the limited research, the instrument tool used to collect data was designed by the
researcher. The researcher developed an interview instrument adapted from other researchers in
similar topics and through findings in the review of literature. The interview was developed by
considering the statement of the problem, the purpose of the study, and by an examination of the
literature.
The doctoral dissertation committee reviewed and provided feedback to ensure the
interview protocol and research questions were specific to the study. The instrument tool created
is divided into four sections where each section has specific questions to the section. The
sections are introduction, the challenges encountered, commonalities and differences, and
personal and professional benefits. The study used interview response data as primary sources of
evidence. The participants ’responses provided the necessary data for the answers to the study’s
research questions.
Pilot Study
The researcher administered a pilot study of the instrument after completing the literature
review, and upon the completion of designing an interview instrument. The purpose for piloting
the instrument was to ensure the interview questions and the allotted time were appropriate for

the study and to determine if the interview questions needed to be revised. The pilot study
consisted of four administrators in Minnesota. Due to the lack of participants for the study, this
researcher utilized any level of administrator for the pilot. However, the only requirement for the
pilot study was to be a male working in Minnesota public schools in a leadership position at the
building level or at the school district level. The participants of the pilot had the opportunity to
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provide written or oral feedback regarding how to improve the wording of the questions and the
order of the questions. The researcher utilized the information to improve the overall instrument
and the results were used to create the questions for inquiry methods used for the study.
Participants
The subjects in the study were identified by the researcher through information provided
by superintendents serving in a Minnesota public school district. The study sample size consisted
of three Black male principals and three White male principals who were principals within the
last five years or currently serving as a principal. The sample size was small because the study
research was conducted only in Minnesota, a state that has limited numbers of Black male
principals in K-12 public schools.
The criteria for participants in the study included the following.
1. A current Black or White male principal K-12 public school principal.
2. A previous Black or White male K-12 public school principal within the last 5 years.
3. The setting of the building your leading or lead did/or does not mirror your race or
culture; 50% of the student population is White.
4. The setting of the building your leading or lead did/or does not mirror your race or
culture; 70% of the students and staff of the population is White.

5. Must be a White male principal in a racially diverse setting.
6. Must be a Black Male principal in a predominantly White school setting.
7. All participants are male principals.
8. Must hold a Minnesota principals license.
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Human Subject Approval
The three Black male principals and the three White male principals, at the time of the
study, were all employed within the Minnesota Public Education System. The participants were
contacted by the researcher by phone and via email to secure their willingness to participate in an
individual interview session at their time and location. Participants were provided an informed
consent document that details the study and its purpose, addresses confidentiality and non-risk
assurance. In addition, the participants had the option to approve or deny participation. After
the dissertation committee approved the study proposal, the researcher submitted the required
application to the St. Cloud State University Institutional Review Board (IRB) prior to initiating
data collection (see Appendix A). The completion of the IRB application addressed the outline of
the study, the procedures, data collection, delimitations, security procedures, and participant
consent. In addition, the data will be appropriately secured and will last for up to two years. The
participants who participated received a thank you card but nothing else was given for
cooperating and participating in the study. Furthermore, the researcher did not influence the
study’s results and a professional transcriber transcribed the interviews to eliminate any potential
bias.
Treatment of Data

The data was collected in an interview form. Each participant was interviewed for one
hour in a separate location of their choice. While conducting the interviews the biggest challenge
was that there is little time in the interview situation to build trust (DiCicco-Bloom & Crabtree
2006). Urquhart and Fernandez (2006) stated that interview questions must be relevant and
problematic for the participants for the investigation to be complete. While conducting the
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interview, the researcher identified trends, and commonalities and differences in the responses
provided by the respondents. Responses from the interviews were recorded and transcribed.
Following each interview recording and transcription, responses were interpreted and coded.
The narrative data was compiled into categories and the researcher developed a list that
Black male principals and White male principals perceived as their challenges in racially isolated
settings. The interviews were conducted from June 2020 to July 2020. After the interviews were
completed, narratives were transcribed, interpreted, and coded in the stated themes of challenges,
differences, similarities, and coping mechanisms. Once the coding process was completed in
August 2020, Chapters IV and V of the dissertation were completed with the final defense
scheduled November 2020.
Summary
In summary, the qualitative study purpose is to examine the perceptions of a select group
of racially isolated school male principals in Minnesota regarding challenges, the support they
receive from their district, and perspectives on race and its impact on their principalships.
Through the study, the researcher compared the commonalities and differences of Black and
White male principals ’perspectives in racially isolated positions and contribute to the literature
by examining what it means to be a Black male principal or a White male principal leading a

school where the demographics of the building is not reflective of the individual’s race. The
study involved interviews of three Black male principals and three White male principals who
work in racially isolated settings.
Chapter IV presents the study findings and Chapter V includes discussion, conclusions,
limitations and recommendation for practice, and future research.
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Chapter IV: Results
Introduction
The purpose of the study is to examine the challenges facing three Black male principals
leading predominantly White schools and three White male principals leading racially diverse
schools in the state of Minnesota. Through a phenomenological approach, the study was intended
to discover the challenges select male principals encountered in settings where their race was not
highly represented in the demographics of their schools, the professional and personal benefits of
leading in these settings, and the commonalities and differences in their experiences. The
specific research questions for the study were:
1. What did select Black male principals in Minnesota K-12 public schools report as
personal and professional job challenges when their race is not highly represented in
the demographics of their school buildings?
2. What did select White male principals in Minnesota K-12 public schools report as
personal and professional job challenges when their race is not highly represented in
the demographics of their school buildings?
3. What were the commonalities and/or differences in the personal/professional
challenges reported by select Black and White male principals in Minnesota K-12

public schools?
4. What did select Black and White principals in Minnesota K-12 public schools report
as personal or professional benefits working in a racially isolated setting?
Chapter IV reports the findings of the study. The results emanated from the research
revealed the challenges faced by three Black male principals and three White male principals,
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and the data gathered were aligned to each specific research question. The results were obtained
from one qualitative measure which included a recorded in person face-to-face interview session.
The sessions were limited to an hour and thirty minutes. The interview format included openended questions that allowed in depth discussions and possible corroborations with research
found in the literature review. There were four research questions posed to each study participant
and 13 prompts to encourage participants ’engagement in revealing as much information
pertaining to their experiences as possible.
The findings were limited to the participants in the study. They are not generalizable to
the population of Black male principals leading in predominantly White school or other
industries or White male principals leading in racially diverse schools or other industries. Given
the small sample size, specific efforts have been made to maintain the anonymity of the
participants as agreed upon during the consent phase of the study. Consequently, the names of
the participants have been changed in the presentation of the data. Each participant is identified
by a pseudonym. In instances where the data could lead to possible identification of the
participants, non-identifiable data were substituted in brackets.
Participants
The participants in the study included three Black male former or current principals

located in school districts in the state of Minnesota and three White male former or current
principals located in school districts in the state of Minnesota. To add a different perspective and
experience to the extant literature which focuses primarily on White male principals in any
setting, the selected principals were Racially Isolated Principals whose race or ethnicity was not
highly represented in the greater population of their schools.
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Description of the Sample
Using purposeful sampling, six participants were selected to be involved in the study and
met the following study criteria:
1. A current Black or White male principal K-12 public school principal.
2. A previous Black or White male K-12 public school principal within the last 5 years.
3. The setting of the building they led or previously led did/or does not mirror their race
or culture: If a Black male principal, 50% or more of the student population needed to
be White and if a White male principal, 50% or more of the student population
needed to be students of Color.
2. Must be a White male principal in a racially diverse setting.
3. Must be a Black Male principal in a predominantly White school setting.
4. All participants needed to be male principals.
5. Must hold a Minnesota principals license.
Table 1 below provides a profile of each of the study’s participants and how they will be
identified in the research.
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Table 1
Pseudonyms Identification of Participants
Participant
Pseudonym
Name

Race or Ethnicity
B (Black Male)
W (White Male)

Elementary, Middle
School, or High
School Principal

Years of
Experience

Age Group
25-30
30-35
35-40
40-45
45+

George Franklin

B

High School

25

45+

Treyvon Moore

B

Elementary

9

35-40

Eric Gaines

B

Middle School

21

40-45

Ethan Anderson

W

High School

15

40-45

Christopher Benson

W

Elementary

10

40-45

Sean Smith

W

Elementary

25

45+

Research Question 1
What did select Black male principals in Minnesota K-12 public schools report as
personal and professional job challenges when their race is not highly represented in the
demographics of their school buildings?
Personal/Professional Challenges
Considering the challenges as a Black male principal leading in a predominantly White
setting, George Franklin, reported the following. “Although my representation was not highly
represented in the school’s demographics, I sure saw it in the suspension data. How can students
of Color be the least in numbers but the highest in suspension? This was frustrating.” George
continued, “It is already a challenge being a principal, but when race complexities exist it
becomes a greater challenge. Sometimes you want to leave but you know you are here for the
students.”
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George Franklin ended Research Question 1 by stating the following specific challenges:
● I think it is difficult to be a Black male principal because everyone often sees that
Black male as something that they would like to control.
● In this setting you have to always switch code and make sure your conversations are
clear.
● When redirecting, it is often opposed. This also often leads to being challenged by
staff and colleagues when making decisions as the administrator.
● Simply just being Black is a challenge within itself.
● Experiencing microaggressions.
● Eliminating racist policies and procedures.
● Rarely, seeing other people in the district that look like me.

● And, you have to prove yourself continuously.
Regarding challenges as a Black male principal leading in a predominantly White setting,
Treyvon Moore, reported the following: “One of the challenges is not having a support group. It
is bad enough to be a Black male in a predominantly White school, but it is even more of a
challenge when you are the only Black male administrator in your district.” In addition, “I had to
create this support system on my own otherwise the possibilities of what would happen is

endless.”
Treyvon Moore ended Research Question 1 by stating the following specific challenges:
● Being perceived as if you are not worthy enough or deserved the position. For
example, did you get the position based on your skin color for equity purposes?
Although I knew my skills and performance was spectacular this thought still played
in my mind.
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● Being seen as something different, but not as the principal. And what I mean by that
is, White families being surprised that you are the principal. Therefore, a challenge is
how can I make sure I am known and seen often in the school community as the
principal.
● Being the only administrator of Color.
● Not being able to be my authentic self.
● Code-Switching.
● Being Black in general because you’re recognized and seen as different.
● Experiencing racism and microaggressions.
● Tackling racism.
Considering the challenges as a Black male principal leading in a predominantly White
setting, Eric Gaines, reported the following:
I think a lot of the issues of being a Black male principal leading a predominantly White
setting stems from equity challenges. That is just not only in my building but public
education and outside of it as well. It is a problem everywhere. The equity battle has been
a battle my whole career and I am going into my 21st year in education. This system was
not designed for everybody, and that is why it does not work for everybody.

Eric Gaines ended Research Question 1 by stating the following specific challenges:
● Often being misunderstood, even my passion sometimes seems like other things.
● Fighting for equity and racial justice within my school and the district.
● Switch coding or perfecting the art of Whiteness as you may have to change who you
are to appease others.
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● Showing up as a tall Black man inside of this body every day.
● Experiencing microaggression.
● Challenging policies that do not benefit all students.
The three participants describe showing up as a Black male as being the biggest challenge
in predominantly White settings, but not in the sense of handling race-related issues. Each
participant sees themselves as a Black man and described themselves as they newly coined
termed of “Black Excellence.” According to Ndeh “Will” Anyu, a doctoral student at the
University of Pennsylvania and the assistant director for Operations and Programs at Penn
Center for Minority Serving Institutions, Black excellence is more than a catchy hashtag or
words written across the front of a hooded sweatshirt.
Black excellence is, in fact, our ancestor’s wildest dreams. It is what we as people of

African descent strive for each day. It is the lifeblood of what keeps us going when it
seems our humanity is being questioned. Black excellence is me and every other Black
person working towards the advancement of our people. However, at times, other
people’s false narrative, assumptions, or stereotypes of a Black man hinders their
leadership.
Therefore, the idea of being your authentic self is often challenged, and you find yourself

perfecting the art of switch coding and adhering to the constant expectation of keeping White
colleagues and employers feeling comfortable. Each participant described himself as confident,
and loved being a Black man; however, each said he recognized the challenges that are
inherently placed upon him because of the color of his skin. George Franklin, Treyvon Moore,
and Eric Gaines, in some manner of speaking, reflected “this system was not built for me, or
people that look like me, and now our students of Colors have to navigate through a system that
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was not built for them either; just imagine the challenges they must encounter and how they must
feel.”
All Black participants in the study agreed that they have felt the effects of racism in a
professional environment or personal environment and often feel the effects of microaggressions
as they try to lead within their school. There is an abundance of evidence to suggest that overt
racism and discrimination lead to worse health outcomes for People of Color. Researchers at
Columbia University have found that the experience of racism can result in traumatic stress. This
stress is linked to negative mental health outcomes, such as depression, anger, physical reactions,
avoidance, intrusion, hypervigilance, and low self-esteem.
As we talked about the idea of a challenge of just simply being a Black man, Derrick
Bell’s Critical Race Theory begins to evolve with the idea that racism is permanent. Gaines
added, “It is important to understand, and provide brave spaces to have courageous conversations
for addressing these particular issues.” When asked if Courageous Conversation was a challenge,
Franklin, Moore, and Gaines all agreed and said, “yes.” Franklin added, “courageous
conversations are a challenge itself because some recipients of this brave conversation will easily
claim. “he is attacking me” or “his redirection or direction is threatening,” or “cry tears” as if I
am now responsible for hurting their feelings shifting from being the aggressor to the victim.”

Gaines stated a similar statement, however formed it in the manner of, “sometimes my passion,
my redirections, my courageous conversation has to be done in a certain manner. I can’t
authentically be, because I have to perfect it in a manner where I’m not depicted or reported as
the angry, threatening Black male.” Although the challenges have been identified, the
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participants agreed that there are many significant benefits for being in their role and love their
job.
Research Question 2
What did select White male principals in Minnesota K-12 public schools report as
personal and professional job challenges when their race was not highly represented in the
demographics of their school buildings?
Personal/Professional Challenges
In reporting on the challenges as a White male principal leading in a racially diverse
setting, Ethan Anderson stated:
Challenges is an interesting word, and now in this conversation it gets me thinking about
it. But I will also tell you, the difficult part is when I don’t take the time myself to
understand all people; all students that are coming into the building and knowing and
understanding their culture, values, and beliefs. I truly believe if we do not know that . . .
then we fail. Our true challenge is when we don’t truly understand where our kids are
coming from. So, I would say that’s probably been the toughest part for me is taking that
inner motivation to making sure that I know all my kids and when I say all my kids - all
of them. Also, understanding the backgrounds and the cultures that those students come

from, because that can help frame the conversation that you have with those kids, I’d say,
that’s probably the toughest part, or the most challenging part for me. In addition, I think
another challenge for me is being complicit to an education system where I know it does
not benefit everyone. For so long schools have been operated in the White European
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style. In this model, we believed, what is good for one person is good for everybody, and
I am glad we are reimagining and shifting our focus on schools.
Ethan Anderson ended Research Question 2 by stating the following specific challenges:
●

Being intentional about the relationships, I continue to build.

●

Understanding the culture of different perspectives.

●

Being vocal about systems that do not benefit all students.

●

Not knowing all of my students on a more personal basis.

Christopher Benson reported the following challenges as a White male principal leading
in a racially diverse setting:
The biggest challenge that I faced was shifting the school culture and the school’s
mindset. The shift from this entire organization mindset of ‘this is our school ’and being

represented by predominantly White female staff, a White male principal and
disproportionately represented in our student population, my challenge lies in making
sure students see themselves inside of the building along with parents and students
feeling valued. In addition, we were a failing school, as documented by the state of
Minnesota, you know, according to a standardized exam that does not bode well for our
students of Color, does not bode well for low socioeconomic students and certainly not

for kids who are acquiring English as a second language, it does not do well. That also
was a challenge, as I wanted to make sure we increased our proficiency while providing
students with a great educational experience. Additionally, building trust was another
challenge. I’d left a school that looked like me and had some lived experiences like me.
And I took for granted how fast we developed a relationship. But what I found was, as
I’ve been here going on my fifth year is that my relationships were very surface level here
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because we went on assumptions. Believing our families and students were good with
this, and I’m good with that. That assumption alone was a challenge. I should not have
assumed for my families because I needed to understand we did not have the same shared
experience. So, it takes a gargantuan amount of time to get to this reality and
understanding. It also takes vulnerability.
Oftentimes, “us” White educators go back to those assumptions. By setting
deadlines and conference times and that families have to come in, and if not, then you’re
not a good parent, right? Or, if you don’t show up to your child’s Bingo Night, PTA
meetings or other school events that you’re not a good parent, right? Because that is the
preconceived notion if you don’t attend. The ultimate challenge is making sure I and our
staff honor others ’lived experiences and making sure I do not perpetuate or create
assumptions or allow staff too, because that alone dismantles trust, restricts us from
giving our best effort, and eliminates opportunity for us to create an inclusive
environment.
Christopher Benson ended Research Question 2 by stating the following specific
challenges:
●

Shifting other White colleagues' mindsets.

●

Finding and hiring representation that looks like my student population.

●

My assumptions and my own biases.

●

Making sure students see themselves inside the building.

●

Meeting students' mental health needs.

●

Managing work-life balance.
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Regarding challenges as a White male principal leading in a racially diverse setting, Sean
Smith reported the following:
I think a challenge for me is trying to help our majority White staff understand how race
impacts the lives of our students. We have come a long way, however, we still have work
to do. I think my biggest challenge is making sure the staff in my building are continuing
on their equity journey. I think one of our main greater challenges is with the district and
academia. What I mean by that . . . our district wants to make it more of an intellectual
situation instead of how to create a school that’s welcoming for families of all races, that
tackles inequity issues. Our district is using equity as more of an intellectual type of
thing. If I use the right words, or if I say it the right way, I am doing equity work.
However, equity, it’s a heart issue for me. I think that creating that equitable environment
for kids is much more of a hard issue and a challenge within itself. That’s not because I
do not believe in it. Ultimately, changing mindset, creating equity in everything we do,
and getting everyone on board to tackle equity issues is the hard part. Full transparency, I
am not where I want to be, but I am doing the work. Our district needs to commit to
making equity a priority and not just a word thrown around, or not saying they
understand the concepts of equity, but not seeing any action. Frankly, I think I see a lot of

throwing around the words, but not seeing a lot of people changing their hearts.
Sean Smith ended Research Question 2 by stating the following specific challenges:
●

Helping our majority White staff understand how race affects the lives of our
students.

●

Making sure our staff continue on their equity journey and not continuing to be
comfortable.
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●

Meeting student's mental health needs.

●

Creating an equitable environment, especially when staff go against your vision.

●

Eliminating assumptions from our team.

All three of the participants described understanding the different cultures as being the
biggest challenge. In some form of words, each participant spoke about how they want to create
authentic relationships with families and students and understand the culture of their students in
greater depths. Lacking in this area has created or presents barriers for connection. Additionally,
each participant also spoke about how Whiteness has created a barrier for actively engaging
families due to their inherited assumptions, beliefs, their educational experience, and their White
privilege. Each participant also talked about how they are growing and learning on their equity
journey, but they are aware that they are not perfect. Their challenge not only lies in shifting the
mindset of how teachers view and see students of Color but recognizing and eliminating it when
it’s negative. Although these are only some of the challenges, the participants agreed that there
are a great deal of significant benefits for being in their role.
Research Question 3
What are the commonalities and/or differences in the personal/professional challenges
reported by select Black and White male principals in Minnesota K-12 public schools?

While the role of the school principal has never been perceived to be an easy one, it
should be understood that many administrators of Color must meet the same expected demands
of leading a school while facing challenges related to their race; this is a different experience
than their White counterparts (Sanchez et al., 2008). Harper (2018) detailed six challenges
principals shared in a survey as their top perceived challenges. Harper shared the results from the
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survey and identified the following as the six challenges: (a) managing work-life balance, (b)
meeting students ’mental health needs, (c) addressing toxic employees, (d) supporting special
education services, (e) being creative in retaining teachers, and (f) openly communicating about
safety and security protocols.
The participants in the study ranked those identified top six challenges from most
challenging (1) to least challenging (6). The results of each of the six study participants ’rankings
are shown below in Table 2.
Table 2
Ranking of Six Identified Challenges from Most Challenging (1) to Least Challenging (6)
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

George
Franklin

Managing
work-life
balance

Meeting the
students’
mental health
needs

Supporting
Special
Education
service

Addressing
toxic
employees

Being creative
in retaining
teachers

Communicating
about safety and
security protocol

Treyvon
Moore

Managing
work-life
balance

Addressing
toxic
employees

Meeting the
students’
mental health
needs

Supporting
Special
Education
service

Being creative
in retaining
teachers

Communicating
about safety and
security protocol

Eric
Gaines

Managing
work-life
balance

Meeting the
students’
mental health
needs

Supporting
Special
Education
service

Being
creative in
retaining
teacher

Addressing
toxic
employees

Communicating
about safety and
security protocol

Ethan
Anderson

Meeting the
students’
mental health
needs

Supporting
Special
Education
service

Managing
work-life
balance

Being
creative in
retaining
teacher

Addressing
toxic
employees

Communicating
about safety and
security protocol

Christopher
Benson

Meeting the
students’
mental health
needs

Managing
work-life
balance

Addressing
toxic
employees

Supporting
Special
Education
service

Being creative
in retaining
teacher

Communicating
about safety and
security protocol

Sean
Smith

Meeting the
students’
mental health
needs

Addressing
toxic
employees

Supporting
Special
Education
service

Managing
work-life
balance

Being creative
in retaining
teacher

Communicating
about safety and
security protocol
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Differences in Black and White Principal Rankings
Based on results in Table 2, all three Black male principals believed managing work life
balance was the most challenging. George Franklin stated:
. . . this job isn’t a job, this is a calling. It is really hard to find that balance, it is difficult.
Honestly, it led to my marriage dissolving, because of the lack of understanding of this
calling. This calling is non-stop and a lot of the time you can’t turn it off.
Eric Gaines added:
. . . managing work-life balance is tough because you are always worried about your
students. My 989 students inside of my building are my children and I want to make sure
they are well when they’re in or outside of the school. In addition, the majority of my job
consumes a lot from me; that sometimes I have to take some of the work home. Now
imagine adding the challenges of my race or race-related issues to the surface which can
often happen daily, how do you expect me to complete my work in a typical 7-5 day. I
also don’t have an off or off button.
Treyvon Moore stated:
In this role, which I feel is a calling, you can take on so much that it becomes everything
that you do. You sleep with it, you breathe it, you live it, you don’t realize it is affecting

your life. Family conversation becomes a job conversation. Hanging out with family and
friends turns into meeting deadlines. You know, ‘Hey, you want to go? ’turns into ‘I can’t.
It is stressful, so you have to find ways to have outlets and because there is a lack of
mentors within the district there is really no one you can bounce ideas or thoughts too. I
also believe this managing work-life balance is the most challenging because of the
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position itself. I believe people always are going to come to you, you know, you’re not
only a principal, you’re a therapist, a counselor, a facilitator, a mediator, a change agent,
and a teacher.
Based on Table 2 results, the three White male principal participants believed meeting
students ’mental health needs was the most challenging. Ethan Anderson stated:
. . . meeting students ’mental health needs is the most challenging for me because it is
something that goes a little bit beyond what we can handle at the school. There is limited
to no options in the community to be able to support that student. So, you do the best you
can at school and that’s where I feel we need to do a better job as a society. We need to
understand mental health; how important that is to education and how important it is to
just be a healthy human. And that’s the one that I would say that I struggle with day in
and day out because I want to be a fixer a lot of the time and give those students the
support that they need.
Christopher Benson added:
I think it’s really hard to pick between work-life balance and meeting the student’s mental
health needs; however, I believe meeting student mental health needs is number one for
me because I struggle immensely when I’m not able to effectively manage the mental

health needs of the kids at this school. It holds me back. I will stay here all night until we
get it and sometimes you just cannot.
Sean Smith added:
Keeping up with students ’growing mental-health needs is a challenge that keeps my
heart heavy, and my brain overloaded as I am constantly trying to figure out ways to help
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our students. From kids not getting along at homes with siblings, or not getting along
with parents, or anxiety, depression, suicide, COVID-19, the murdering of George Floyd,
students with parents that either have cancer or other health issues, social isolation, loss
of a family member, and so much more that I have not stated. It is just a lot. And the sad
reality is that there are not enough mental health providers in our community. Therefore,
this has literally fallen upon the schools to address the mental health needs of our
students. This is the reason it is the biggest challenge for me.”
Based on Table 2 results, all the three Black male principal participants and the three
White male principal participants reported that openly communicating about safety and security
protocols was the least challenging of the six identified challenges. Franklin stated, “this is just
something we do as administrators.” He continued, “It is just important to make sure everyone is
aware about safety and security protocols. This puts accountability back on us administrators but
also continues to build partnership with our families.” Moore added, “To me, this is
administration 101, and I feel like this is something we never forget about or never forget to do.”
Gaines added, “These 989 students are in my hands and parents are trusting me; therefore, I want
to make sure they are safe and secure. They need to return home the way they came, and in some
cases, if not, better.” He continued, “I think we practice and breathe safety and security measures

because of everything that has happened, so I think it is a major part of the things we do.”
Anderson stated, “Honestly, I don’t really see it as a challenge, it is the nature and the
responsibility of my job.” He continued, “There are much bigger challenges like the ones you
stated that consume a majority of my time, this one is pretty easy. We put a lot of time,
resources, and effort to ensure we keep all of our students safe.” Benson added:
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I guess this one I don’t really think about much because it is something we just do. We try
our best to keep kids safe, and we communicate with the appropriate people in regard to
our students ’safety and the security measures we have as a school to our stakeholders. To
me, out of all the challenges you reported that one does not have the most significant
challenges.
Smith did not reply specifically on the reason this was his number six choice. He just
stated, “openly communicating about safety and security protocols is the least challenging out of
all the challenges you have listed.”
In addition to the top six challenges that principals face in the principalship, Black male
principals and White male principals detailed specific challenges when Black male principals
and White male principals lead in a racially diverse setting.
Table 3
Identified Challenges from Participant Interviews
Black Male Principals Leading in a Predominantly
White Setting

White Male Principals Leading in a Racially Diverse
Setting

●

Race Confliction: Showing up as a Black Male
Principal

●

Engaging and understanding the students and
family’s culture

●

Questioning Decision-Making

●

Eliminating stereotypes and assumptions from self
or others

●

Support: Lack of other POC for Mentorship or
Supports in place

●

Lack of Resources/Student’s Academics

●

Equity Work

●

Equity work

Race Confliction
All three Black male participants identified Race Confliction as a challenge. Being a
Black male specifically is a challenge; in their role as a Black male principal in a racially isolated
setting, the challenge is even greater. Interviewee responses to this challenge are outlined below.
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George Franklin said:
Oftentimes, WE, African American males get the worst jobs. I can’t speak for the African
American female, or the White male or White female, but as an African American male, I
know we get the toughest jobs, and we get the toughest situations. Whatever situations
that happen and whatever you are told to do . . . you have too. Because, like I said earlier,
the Black male is seen as something people want to control. Therefore, we often have to
follow a blueprint to appease others, and we have to get approval to innovate or get
approval to do things differently. The sad thing is you know this is not the case for
everyone else. Eventually, you get used to it . . . and, this stops once you prove yourself.
Therefore, you get accustomed to the tough jobs.
As George Franklin continued to reminisce about his experience of being a Black male
principal in a predominantly White setting, he continued:
I am just tired of being put in that box, those boxes of assumptions that America has
created about African American males. For instance, if you’re standing at the door and
you are not smiling . . . then you are angry. Why can’t I just be thinking about something?
Another example, I literally have to change the way I speak, because if I talk too loud . . .
I am threatening or people start to get nervous because of their assumptions. Therefore, I

have to talk softly and that’s a condition of Whiteness. However, the most annoying part
about leading in these settings or even in diverse settings is not being perceived as the
principal. Oftentimes, many White families would come in and look to my assistant
principal, who was White, and thought he was in charge. This happened too often, in my
opinion, the reason this happened is because education has shown families that the role of
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the principal, which is a position that is of power, should be a White male, and anything
outside of that conflicts with normalcy.
He concluded:
I, personally struggle with what has happened to us, the Black male educator. I often
reflect and go back to the era of Brown Vs. Board of Education and how that played out
and how that negatively affected us being leaders and teachers, and how it contributes to
the negative impact of the K-12 public education system, the colleges, and the Black
male presence in education.
Treyvon Moore added:
I know I show up in this district as a Black male principal. You have no idea how
surprised people are when they’ve never met you and they come in looking for the
principal and you let them know that you are the principal. Showing up, being seen, and
being recognized as the principal is a challenge within itself. In all honesty, being fully
me is the toughest. You have no idea the percentage of the day, I’m code switching. I
mean, can I really be me? I know, I’ve thrown around the idea of sharing my racial
autobiography, you know, which I will. But it’s been times like, Oh no! you shouldn’t
share that yet. I don’t know how the staff would take that, and all of that. However, I want

them to really know me. I feel like I have to reveal more and more of myself in settings
and not all at once. I don’t really think people understand the challenges that come with
being a Black male. Imagine navigating through a system of institutionalized racism,
fighting oppression, enduring microaggressions and macroaggression, or trying hard to
avoid police brutality. Look at the situation with George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and
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Philando Castile, fighting against disproportionately in special education or suspensions
for Black males or against this educational system that does not benefit all students,
especially Black males, code switching, combatting imposed stereotypes and
assumptions, walking on eggshells in your current role as a leader and trying to make
sure you are not the angry Black male in the room. Being a Black male and knowing
these systems exist and trying to diminish them with being faced by constant restrictions.
Yeah, it is tiring, and it is the most challenging.
Eric Gaines added:
Honestly, I have always been the only or one of the only Black male professionals in my
educational career. In my current district, there are two principals who identify as Black
males. The sad part is at one point they were calling us each other’s name and we looked
nothing alike. Ultimately, it may sound like a small problem, but it’s extremely insulting,
especially when you can’t remember the only two People of Color, but you remember
every other person’s name. I think this speaks of how well you are valued. I think being
courageous and acknowledging this was easy for me, but sometimes, this doesn’t happen
for other Black male principals who don’t have experience in this type of setting.
Courageous conversation is sometimes a challenge and knowing that your district or

school is not valuing you or the work you do is a challenge to your emotional,
psychological mindset and your character.
As a Black male, I had to definitely prove myself. I have shown on multiple occasions I
have meat on the bones and that you are not just hiring me because of my race. So, I am
well-respected in the district I am in, and my voice carries merit. However, whenever you
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are a Black person, a Black male particularly, in education, you generally don’t have this
experience. Oftentimes, Black males are thrown in with the sharks and you may not know
how to swim. Therefore, you have to figure out how to swim. Don’t get me wrong I’ve
seen, been and know others that have been in settings like I am speaking of. So, you
either learn how to swim really fast or you sink . . . I just have always known if I was not
really good at my job that would hinder an opportunity for a brother or sister in the
future. Therefore, you have to do things ten times better to be acknowledge. You have to
be perfect in a sense. You can just meet expectations you have to go beyond. You can’t
be typical like others, as a Black male principal you have to be extremely better to only
be recognized as average. In addition, do not let me forget that the "perfectionist
expectation" that districts put on you to be and not on others. This is a challenge within
itself because one mistake is too many mistakes for Black male principals.
Authority and Decision Making
In responding to questions on how families, other leaders, and staff members regard them
as principals, authority and decision-making challenges were mentioned as challenges. Being
recognized in the principals was often compromised and shocking for some and needing
someone to validate my decision or hearing that same decision from a non-Black colleague was a

challenge.
Treyvon Martin stated:
Sometimes, I don’t necessarily feel that trust . . . you won’t always feel that safety either,
especially after things that I’ve experienced. You never know, who is an ally in and who’s
against you. Whether it’s me challenging systems, or making a decision, or simply being
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the principal, sometimes it is a problem. Next thing I know . . . They, you know, send
things to the school board or the superintendent. For example, when something happens
and I have to make a decision, and someone does not like it. I’m like, okay, who’s going
to do something to my car? Because they’ve done something to the schools before, not
once, but twice. So that can be stressful. And, even though knowing this, I still have to be
bold and courageous. I have to stand on my decisions, my stance, my directions and my
actions while keeping my morals grounded as a Black man and as the principal inside of
this building. Regardless, of the questioning in my authority or decisions. This is what
I’m going to do. Because if others before me can do it, I can do it too.
George Franklin added:
Not all people like the decision you are going to have to make. That’s just the reality. But
when my White colleagues make decisions they are never met with challenges. Because
people are not used to seeing us in leading in the role of the principal, I think they believe
we are not capable. I think they are fixed on us being the deans, which typically handle
your students ’behaviors or the paraprofessionals or custodians. They refuse to
acknowledge and see us as the licensed educators. In my opinion, this may have caused a
lot of hesitation for accepting my decisions or accepting me as the person in charge

which caused people to always want to challenge the things I did or go behind my back to
ask other higher authorities is this right. I’d say this, there are a lot of decisions and
actions that my White colleagues are able to do, that I better not even think to do.”
Eric Gaines added:
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I know there are some folks that I’m just too much for them, and that is too much in the
sense that if you’re not doing what you’re supposed to do. I am not going to allow it; we
are going to talk about that. . . I’m not just going to ignore it. And I think that level of
accountability hasn’t always been there. And I know that has been tough for some people,
like I said, when I started in this job and on this journey. I clearly stated, this bus is going
to go this way. You gotta get on this bus. If you’re not on this particular bus, it’s not
gonna work for you here. Do I believe people questioned my authority? Yes! Did they
have conversations about my style of leadership? Maybe! Did they talk to my superior?
Probably? But the district has supported me in my decisions. Next, I noticed that some
people didn’t like my approach to leadership or decision making and transferred out. I
have had to hire 40% of the people that are in the building now. And so, I let people
know who I am and what I expect during the interview, because I want you to make an
informed choice if you’re deciding you want to work here. Because if you want to work
here, this is what is going to be expected of you. I make sure everybody understands that
this is the vision, here is our mission, here are our strategic goals, and now here are the
expectations.

Lack of People of Color Representation for Support/Mentor
In their role as a Black male principal in a racially isolated setting, all three principals
believed that being racially isolated was a challenge; they did not encounter many People of
Color in leadership roles.
Treyvon Moore reported:
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A big challenge is not having a support or mentor group due to the lack of representation
of People of Color in the district. It is sometimes frustrating. My support group I had to
go out and find myself because I absolutely needed it. I think every year, there’s always
an option where another district reaches out. And it’s tempting because I want to see more
leaders of Color in my own district. And every year, this is going on year seven, and I
haven’t seen that. And I see other districts making equity a priority. Hiring leaders of
Color, hiring more teachers of Color and you don’t see that in the district you are in. It
gets frustrating.
George Franklin reported:
I have been in many districts in Minnesota and I am never shocked about their lack of
effort to hire people that look like me. It is becoming the norm in Minnesota. I have
always had a mentor because I know how important it is to have one. I know the benefits
of having these individuals or this person. I think more effort needs to be placed on this
because oftentimes you are the only or one of three individuals of Color in a Minnesota
school district.
Eric Gaines reported:
I am not the only principal of Color in my district, there are two of us. It is a challenge

because sometimes people are looking to one of us as the voice for the Black or African
Americans, and that is not the case. As I have progressed in my career, I understand the
value of having support that looks like me. It is a lonely world, especially being racially
isolated. I plan to be supportive in a way that I can be supportive or a mentor to others
who find themselves taking positions in a racially isolated setting.
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Engaging and Understanding the Students and Family’s Culture
Building rapport with students and families all three White male principals in a racially
isolated setting indicated that building rapport with students and families is sometimes a
challenge. This is a struggle for White male principals due to the lack of knowledge of the
culture or because of a culture disconnect. In their role as a White male principal in a racially
isolated setting, all three study participants identified engaging and understanding the students ’
and family’s culture as a challenge. Their comments about this challenge are outlined below.
Ethan Anderson reported:
I recognize and understand that parents are a key stakeholder in the success of our
students and, I’ll be quite honest, that’s an area where I need to grow in. I want to be able
to engage parents into their students’ learning.
Christopher Benson stated:
It is all about communication and relationships and I think because our school has been
highly represented in White female teachers and including me as the principal this is very
hard for our parents and students to truly engage because of the lack of representation. It
does not matter how nice the building looks, or how friendly the people are, just on its
face, if the entire administration’s population does not like the student population that it is

miserably hard for them to feel confident and comfortable coming in.
Sean Smith added:
I think I go above and beyond to make sure BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, People of Color)
feel welcome in our school. I make sure they are greeted properly, and I make sure they
know that we care. It can’t just be because we have good programs and good growth
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numbers, I have to make sure that they know I care, we care, and our school cares.
However, this has taken some time, and this has gotten better with stability, but in the
beginning it was a challenge, and I would say it still is a challenge with getting my staff
fully on board to seeing that our school diversity is what makes us unique. I think our
staff means well, but sometimes things are done unintentionally because we haven’t fully
developed having the race conversation. Equity words are just thrown around in our
district. I think our staff biases and beliefs sometimes get in the way of building that
relationship with students of Color and their families.
Eliminating Stereotypes and Assumptions from Self or Others
In their role as a White male principal in a racially isolated setting, all three study
participants identified eliminating learned stereotypes and/or assumptions about students of
Color and their families was also mentioned as a challenge.
Ethan Anderson said:
The barriers that I don’t have as a White male is definitely something that has helped me.
I’ll be honest, I was raised or taught these biases that I started to uncover. I’ll tell you; I
was not a great high school student. I wasn’t a great college student; my GPA isn’t the
greatest. And I start to wonder how much my White privilege allowed me things that I

have. I can talk with people and I’m a pretty decent human. But, how much has that
helped me in the process of getting places where I am. I have been a part of hiring
committee . . . where one of the first things you look at is how well do they do in their
job? What’s their GPA? What is their class rank and things like that? And if that was the
case, anybody on that committee should have kicked me out of the running. Therefore, I
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would be naive to think that the color of my skin does not give me more opportunities
than a person of Color. I think statistics show that too. This is the reason I want to do the
work of eliminating because I know it is unequal. Eliminating biases or this White
privilege is extremely hard though when you are surrounded by it. I try to uncover mine
often, and I reflect daily but I am not going to say they don’t show up. I think where I am
now and where I was is totally different. My growth comes from my colleagues helping
to have conversations, students engaging me in the conversation, recognizing that I don’t
need to be understood but I need to understand. I make it clear to my students and
families that I am working on me. I recognize I am a White male with biases and White
privileges and sometimes that shows up to the table. I let my students and families know
to call it out if I do not recognize it being present. Sometimes as a White male I am
unaware and I do not know what that looks like or feels like or how it may make People
of Color feel, because it sometimes too normal. So, having that conversation is necessary.
Christopher Benson reported:
These biases, stereotypes, and privileges show up because there is a lack of
representation to knock them down. I’ll be quite honest, I am on my own racial journey,
but I think our staff have to get there too. I think when People of Color have had

experiences with White male leaders and it did not go well, it is hard to shift that
perspective. Our educational system and principal leaders for years have been White, so
it takes a lot to establish that relationship. For example, before coming to this school I’d
left a school whose population looked like me and had lived some experiences like me.
And I took for granted how fast we developed a relationship. But what I found since I’ve
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been here for my fifth year is that my relationships were very surface level at first
because I went on assumptions, you’re good with this, you’ll do it this way, I’m good with
that. I remember when I worked out in Manhattan and I was the only White male in the
building. I was anxious. Now I sit and think what our families must feel when our staff
and administration is all White. I have failed many of my families by assuming that this
is just a common thing that they’re comfortable with and have gotten used to. I know that
I have tons of blind spots and I know that I have tons of shortcomings and so it’s taken
time to uncover my intentions. I hope they are appropriate and good as I am working on
getting enough experience to where I can recognize my own flaws, which are many. Even
to add to that, honestly, I think we’ve failed so miserably in so many ways. One way is
that I am making choices solely for a population that does not look like me or have lived
experiences similar to mine. This is education right now with the lack of representation to
benefit all. In addition, through our inherited privilege and bias lenses our underserved
population has had the short end of the stick for quite some time. We have to do better,
even myself. I have some of the most incredible staff in the history of the world that’s
collected here. But they all went through the same system that has underserved People of
Color for years. In addition, some come with these same practices and ideologies that

they learned from when they were in school. I am striving to be better, do better, and I am
pushing them to be better and do better. We are not there yet but we will get there.
Sean Smith reported:
I think people are sometimes shocked by the fact that our school does not have a ton of
student misbehavior or fights or high suspension rates. I think that is the negative
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stereotype that I am constantly battling. This stigma has to change towards diverse or
urban schools. Also, that stereotype of thinking the kid is bad before getting to know
them, or creating assumptions or stories based on limited knowledge of the student’s
background. Now as far as myself, I show up knowing, accepting, and owning my White
privilege and try my best to utilize it in a manner of helping our students and families of
Color. Does that mean that the ones that are hidden and/or learned or gone, absolutely
not. I am just working on ways to unlearn them and eliminate them. I’ll be honest, my
staff and I . . . we do great work, but work towards becoming racially conscious is a
journey, and we are not there yet. Which then, requires me to get better with having
courageous conversation when seeing racial injustice or inequality. I think my staff is not
yet comfortable talking about race but recognize our students ’race and their background;
however, I am not sure they recognizing the inequities that exists.
Lack of Resources/Students Academia
In their role as a White male principal in a racially isolated setting, student academia and
lack of resources was an identified challenge. Comments are outlined below.
Ethan Anderson reported:
I love my students but meeting the needs of every student is something that goes a little

bit beyond what we can handle at the school. There are no options in the community to be
able to support our students. So, you do the best you can at school, but I feel we need to
do a better job as a school system and as a society. I think we need to understand mental
health better, figure out ways to represent all of our student body, work on ourselves to
eliminate biases, provide resources for all of our families to be healthy human beings,
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create advanced classes and curriculum for all, and have better resources to prepare our
students for beyond high school. You know our goal is to see all students get their
diploma, graduate on time with their class and sometimes the resources might not be
there to make sure that we can offer exactly what that student need to meet their needs.
Christopher Benson reported:
We were a failing school, as documented by the state of Minnesota, you know, according
to a standardized exam that does not bode well for our students of Color, does not bode
well for our low socioeconomic students, and certainly not for kids who are acquiring
English as a second language, it does not do well. Every May it’s always, what are your
test scores? We know it’s a target that’s been set up to undermine the success of the
students that come to this building. And historically, this keeps them in a position that
they’re currently in. These tests only benefit people like myself, that look like me. So, the
pressure is always on about underperforming schools. I think it is expecting a lot more
than what resources have been allocated. As a White male in a predominantly White
setting, with a predominantly White staff, we can continue to put every program in place
to try to fix the math and reading deficit but that will not happen until students know we
love them and care. We can move the needle a little with our instructional strategies, but

the ultimate results lie in the emphasis we put on developing a trusting, loving
relationship between who we are and our student population and what our community
can provide.
Sean Smith reported:
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We are a school that has continued growth. However, this growth did not come from
following district guidelines. Honestly, I think we do things quite differently. I know a lot
of schools do things such as if students are struggling in math and reading, they get extra
math and extra reading. I am not saying we wouldn’t do this, but some schools do this
when scholars are supposed to be in art, music, P.E., science, and they take them away
from that opportunity. We’ve failed in regard to this. Majority of the time it’s our students
of Color who miss out on these opportunities. I think we failed to ensure academic
success for all students. Coming to this school was a challenge because of its test scores,
and its big suspension rate, but we figured out a way for our school to make gains and
decrease our suspensions. We’ve actually had some impressive growth in the district.
However, I laugh, and it is weird because our district expects high expectations with its
limited resources. In addition, they expect high expectations with doing things the same,
and following the district’s way. I believe in giving students some voice and student
choice, and sometimes our lack of resources or curriculum does not allow it, so I do
things a little different. It has substantially improved my students ’test scores.
Equity
In identifying challenges, virtually all study participants, Black and White, identified

equity work as a challenge in their roles as principals. Their individual comments are outlined
below.
George Franklin reported:
There is a need to do equity work in every day of life. It is not something we stop and
start; it is consistent, and we have to do it every day. Equity work is oftentimes seen as
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the work of People of Color, and that has to be done from a district, building, and
community approach. For example, when I am trying to move things or shift things to
become more equitable my White colleagues or White families question it and then start
to question you. In my opinion, I think it is because they are not used to Black leadership,
nor are they used to things being equitable because this position rarely sees a person of
Color. Therefore, that perspective, that narrative of a person of Color is oftentimes
invalid and/or missing. I think another thing that I often see as a challenge within schools
is the disproportionate around suspensions, particularly students of Color. We were
suspending students of Color at a high rate and not using suspension as a teachable
moment. I will never do that again. Then, I think about how our curriculum does not
reflect our demographics or show our predominantly White settings a different viewpoint,
and these were the things that I was striving to change. Additionally, I struggle with what
happened to us, Black/African American educators when I reflect on the Brown Vs.
Board of Education ruling. At one point we had teachers of Color, administrators of
Color, we had all of this. Although this was a time when schools were segregated, and I
am not saying that was an answer. However, I am saying the way that we have done
things for so long has destroyed our education system. We have to do equity work now

more than ever. Our kids need better policies and practices that benefit them all, they
need representation of themselves in the curriculum and in the policies and procedures. I
think a big challenge lies in teaching my White colleagues that equity is just more than
providing or having access for students.
Treyvon Moore added:
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I think we need more equity in our hiring practices too. I think every year, there’s always
an option where another district reaches out to me. And it’s tempting because I want to
see more leaders of Color in my own district. And every year, this is going on year seven,
and I haven’t seen that. And I see other districts making equity a priority. Hiring leaders
of Color, hiring more teachers of Color and you don’t see that in the district that I am
currently in. It gets frustrating. As far as from a building standpoint it has always been
inequitable with curriculum and programming. I just think from the standpoint of Black
History Month, we are given this month but not much is done to highlight the
achievements or contributions. Even recognizing the history of Black culture is not
acknowledge or studied. For this reason, I would make sure every kid learned “Lift Every
Voice and Sing.” If you worked with me, White students, or students of Color you were
going to be doing something to celebrate Black History month or learning “Lift Every
Voice and Sing.” And that’s always been a staple for me even today. As a teacher and
even as a principal I have always remained culturally relevant, especially for our students
of Color because it is so important for them to learn their heritage, while introducing
White students to new cultural practices.
Eric Gaines added:

I think equity is a big challenge, especially here in Minnesota. This is the state where
passive aggressive is considered "Minnesota Nice". I also think equity is talking about
leveling the playing field, and then there is a component that brings race to the front of
the conversation, and that’s where people tend to want to run because it makes them
uncomfortable. And, let me be clear, White people are not comfortable talking about
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race, but that is something they’ll say, in reference to race, because they’re sanitized in
their perspective. You know, I will always be the Black principal. I’m fine with that. I’m a
Black dude and I’m the principal. Fine. But being colorblind won’t work for me or my
building. Let us be really clear and honest, I do not think that there is anything that
happens where race it is not at the center.
Eric Gaines also added:
Equity is a journey, and we have to meet individuals where they are. However,
sometimes, I am shocked at where people are within their journey because sometimes
things feel like it should just be common sense. I took over a position, where the outgoing
principal let me know equity work was tough and that him and the staff never got around
to doing it. So, I had to push the staff here. I also think it’s different when the equity work
comes from a Black person than it does coming from a White person. I think amongst
White people, they will not push equity work as much or their afraid because their on
perspective may be cloudy. Although, I know that there are things that my staff would
never say to me, or they would never ask because of the fear of saying the wrong thing or
being perceived as being racist. This isn’t just at my building; this is public education in
general right now. We are following many of the paradigms that have not been successful

or equitable for all students. Because, again, that’s what we know. When I say we, I am
talking about the education field regardless of the level a person is in. At some point it
has to change, and it starts with a constant fight to be equitable in all aspects.
Eric Gaines continued:
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This equity battle has been a battle my whole career. I am now going into my 21st year in
education. And that’s always been an issue. But I’m hoping that events of late, and how
people have a shared rage around injustices currently will help build some confidence
amongst my staff members specifically where they will be the people who initiate the
conversation and not be the paper people sitting in the room, listening, and hearing or not
listening and not hearing. What we need to do to ensure that every kid at our school has
quality education and the same access to, whatever, as they move on to the next level, or
as they move on to college or whatever. I just think that the equity work coming from
African American male administrators can be tricky, but also necessary.
Ethan Anderson stated:
I want to start by saying if education is for all kids let’s make it for all kids, because right
now it sure does not seem as if it is fitting for all kids. And that is the equity battle that I
struggle with. It is my reason for the work that I am constantly doing and my reason for
why I am at the building I am in, because I love my students and I want them to be better.
Honestly, for me, if I am going to be a leader in education, I have to think about me
getting better. In addition, I need to recognize and be comfortable talking about race,
while challenging my own biases and others. I also need to strengthen my racial equity

lens, and fight against inequities and if I am not doing this, ten I am in the wrong place.
For me, I have to place content around race because of my position and because of the
students that show up to our building. Equity work is continuous, and that work is just not
at my building. I can think of tons in my building but also, I can think of tons of
inequities I see within public education such as: standardized tests, AP courses,
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suspension rates, teacher representation, special education, etc., these are not new.
However, I think the most critical work now since White educators dominate the
educational field is continuing to fight for equality and equity for students of Color and
being unafraid to have courageous conversations, challenging our Whiteness, our biases,
and creating policies and procedures for all students. As I have these conversations, I
learned from experience, that most people will not recognize the inequities until they
actually challenge or change their mindset, belief, biases, or perspective. I am slowly
learning this, as I continue to have conversations with a majority White staff.
Christopher Benson relayed:
Equity and access are a big challenge. I am navigating a system where I constantly
review and change policies and procedures that harm students of Color. In addition, I am
navigating where I am constantly changing the culture inside of my building to eliminate
assumptions surrounding our students and our families, while trying to ensure families
have access to what they need to be successful in school. For example, let’s just take
access to Wi-Fi for example, I have a third of my families that are without it. Again, I
reiterate equity is a lot of work that we need to continue to have conversations around. I
know for me having a conversation that centralizes race is not hard, because that’s just

where I have to be to ensure success for students in my building. The other part of it too
is the equity in our standardized exams. I know they’re bad for our kids, predominantly,
our Black and brown kids who have been disenfranchised and underserved by the public
education system for their entire lives. Yet, we still force our students to take this onesided test. The equity in our education settings have to change. For example, I have the
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most incredible staff in the history of the world that’s collected here. However, they all
come with their own set of biases, inherited traditions, and privileges. In addition, they
often have a different set of standards for White students and do not recognize it.
Therefore, we have to set high expectations for ALL students, and that comes with being
equitable because our BIPOC students are navigating the same system as our White
students but with more roadblocks and challenges. Therefore, when we look at equity in
regards to that, the conversation with our student population has to come through from a
place of love, we must hold all to this standard of excellence, and believe ALL students
are capable. Acknowledging and recognizing the many roadblocks our kids of Color
encounter in the community, the justice system, the public education system inhibits their
growth. I know they must feel uncomfortable and feel as if they are sometimes
unsupported. Therefore, we must care, love, help, and show support in every way.
Sean Smith said:
I can’t speak for all principals, but equity work is tiresome. It is a challenge. It is never
ending. It is important in the work that we do. As a White male, it is hard because it is
hard trying to help staff understand how race impacts the lives of our students of Color
especially, since we are all used to a system that we know does not benefit all. The

challenge of equity comes to the fidelity of equity if that makes sense. I think we want to
make it more of an intellectual situation where as, if I use the word, then I am equitable. I
see this word thrown around a lot these days without changing the heart. Again, I think
we are confused about equity if we are not changing our hearts. We will invite amazing
people in our district for professional development but fail to utilize the strategies given.
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For me equity goes beyond professional development as well. However, you will get
plenty of people thinking because they did this training, they are now equitable. To me
equity is at the heart it is a journey.
Research Question 4
What did select Racially Isolated Principals in Minnesota K-12 public schools report as
personal or professional benefits working in a racially isolated setting?
In identifying the personal or professional benefit, virtually all study participants, Black
and White, agreed with the perspective that school districts should ensure that students are
exposed to diverse perspectives.
Georg Franklin commented on the professional and personal benefits of leading in
predominantly White settings. He reported the following:
It is profound for ALL students, but especially White students to see African American
or Black leadership. The reason I state this is because oftentimes they are not privy to
seeing teachers or administrators of Color. They need to understand and see excellence,
Black excellence specifically. Exposing kids to this type of excellence is rare,
especially in education. Therefore, I show every day modeling this excellence and
providing opportunities for our students of Color, in hopes that they see racial inequities

do not limit their ability to shine, they just have to break through them.
George Franklin continued:
As a Black male leader, I can’t watch inequities or racial injustice happen and not do
anything anymore. I know how detrimental that can be. Yes! This work is stressful
which is why Black male’s life expectancy is shorter because of the effects of living as a
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Black man, it still is something that we must continue to do. I have no choice because I
want to see change. Just like . . . I have no choice when it comes to equity or race
topics. So, I’m sure a personal and professional benefit is being able to navigate those
conversations around race and equity with respect and dignity, while shedding light to
my White colleagues, students, and families on what being Black in America feels like
while continuing to expose them to Black Excellence.
Eric Gaines commented on the professional and personal benefits of leading in
predominantly White settings. He reported the following:
I have the benefit of perspective and being relatable . . . I continue to learn and practice
resiliency. Students, families, and my school community rely on me, therefore, that
credibility is showing that the work will get done regardless of the challenge . . .
Additionally I have to navigate through equity and race issues because of my lived
experience and race, which I would consider a personal and professional benefit. Being
Black is not something I put on; this is my life. I show up as a tall Black man regardless
of the environment. Having conversation about race does not affect me, and this is not
something I am allowed to jump in when I want to and jump out when I want too. No,
that is not the case. This is Minnesota. The state where passive-aggressive behavior is

normal, and where "Minnesota Nice" is not so nice. I am well versed in speaking about
race, but I do not believe that is the case for my White colleagues. As the feeling of
uncomfortable is just too uncomfortable. Ultimately, in order for this work to get done, it
needs to start and be led by White colleagues. And, let me be clear the individuals in my
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building know we are no longer a toe in the pool when it comes to racial injustice and
equity conversations, we are getting in the water.
Treyvon Moore commented on the professional and personal benefits of leading in
predominantly White settings. He reported the following:
For me, because I have never worked in this type of setting before, it offers me a cultural
benefit to learn more of White culture, but also disassociate their negative narrative about
Black men, and Black men in leadership. For this reason, I make sure I do well because I
want to make sure future Black men or women have these opportunities. I say this
because I would not want my negative experience or performance to hinder opportunities
for other People of Color because they will always be compared and judged by my
performance.
Trayvon Moore also added:
I think ALL students benefit from me being in this position. This is what keeps me going.
I know this is some kid's first opportunity to see a Black male leader, and I am the one
that gives them that light of lights. I get to show them Black males are not just rappers,
basketball players, or athletes but they are leaders of school, and hearing them say my
principal is pretty cool reaffirms my decision of my career. I value that a lot. In addition,

this experience has taught me I can do anything. Even through all of the challenges that
I’ve encountered, this has taught me I can still be a great leader. I can come into a place
and inspire and change lives. Even when the odds are against me as a Black man, I power
through the trials and stand strong. I am fortunate enough to say I have held onto my
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values and beliefs and not change for a setting that does not represent my race in the
school’s population. Not many people can say that.
Ethan Anderson commented on the professional and personal benefits of leading in a
racially diverse setting. He reported the following:
This setting that I am in allows me to be 100% the human being that I want to be. It
allows me to be real. I get to have 100% honest conversations with students that walk
through my doors. I make sure I call out the racists in the room, I am a White male. I
understand what that has meant, and what that means in our society today. Having these
conversations, it feels like the big elephant in the room has just left. This allows you to
start having true conversations with all your students. And they will have true
conversations about how they feel in classes, and how they feel with certain adults in
your building. When you can do this in a restorative circle format...the way we do it here
in my building, it completely changes the culture of the building. This is a professional
benefit, but a personal benefit is that you are able to have courageous conversation where
we all are equal, and there is no hierarchy system in the circle. Therefore, we get to be
real, truthful, and respect everyone for their perspective, and be vulnerable around those
conversations. And that’s what I love about being in this capacity in this building.

Christopher Benson commented on the professional and personal benefits of leading in a
racially diverse setting. He reported the following:
For me it is self-awareness and knowledge. The reason I say this . . . Yeah, well, I now
know that I come with a load of privilege, right? That’s taken me time to recognize the
amount of privilege that I carry. But I’m insanely cognizant of it the longer I’ve been
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here. For example, in some instances because we’re a full-service community school, so a
lot of that has to do with community partnership. Me, being a White male walking into a
predominantly White male organization to gain business in our community is an
advantage just at the onset. There is a level of privilege that I know that I have that I can
use to gain new partnerships and that will, in turn, benefit our kids here.
Personally, this setting teaches me to be aware and to have courageous conversations
with the people in my building. It gives me an opportunity to continue to work on myself.
I know I have shortcomings and flaws, but I am consistently working on them. My family
also gets to benefit as well, as they get to see and honor different perspectives and
understand the power in diversity. I get to see it. I get to live it. These students and
families teach me to be a better human more than they realize. I am thankful for this.
Sean Smith commented on the professional and personal benefits of leading in a racially
diverse setting. He reported the following:
I absolutely love it here. I truly do. I think I’ve been able to see kids grow academically.
Being a leader at this school has taught me to think outside the box and how I show up
and how I support my school community. I don’t follow traditional pathways because that
does not work for all students. Here at this school, we do things differently than what

other schools in the district does, and we’ve had strong growth and decreased our
behaviors significantly. Another personal benefit for me is seeing all students seizing
opportunities and providing them with choice in learning, and a voice in how they get to
learn. I love the connection I build here with our students. I get to see the kids make
progress, and I provide ways to go out with the kids when we go on weekend field trips.
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Honestly, people often say why are you doing that on a weekend? But investing in kids
beyond Monday through Friday is needed. Honestly, I would much rather do that than
have my office lined up with kids misbehaving or dealing with low academic growth. So,
it’s my choice and seeing kids is not a choice but a priority.
Summary

The findings related to the study do not generalize the experience of all Black male
principals in predominantly White settings or White male principals in racially diverse settings.
However, the study was designed to share a sample of the experiences and perspectives of being
in a racially isolated experience. The role of the principalship has become more challenging and
complex over time; however, the challenges intensify when a principal is racially isolated.
The findings in the study revealed that Black male principals face many challenges in the

principalship. It is very evident that the higher in administrative leadership hierarchy an educator
advances, there is less diversity. Black male principals face challenges directly related to their
race and their individual circumstances resulting from the color of their skin. However, several
commonalities were found among the three Black male principals ’perspectives with regard to
challenges such as: (a) challenges to their decision-making and authority, (b) lack of equity
initiatives, and (c) being depicted in ways other than being the leader of the building.

The findings also revealed that White male principals faced many challenges in racially
diverse settings. Because White culture is the norm, exposure to other cultures or ideologies
appears to come from the White leaders ’internal desire to be more informed. White male
principals face challenges understanding or relating to their students and families cultures other
than their own. Ultimately, this hinders connections or relationships between and among all
persons in the school community, especially when there is a highly diverse population inside of
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the building as well. The findings revealed several commonalities among the three White male
principals ’perspectives as to challenges such as: (a) cultural differentiation and cultural
understanding, (b) eliminating stereotypes and biases, (c) instituting racial and educational
equity, and (d) lack of resources for students ’mental health and academia.
Table 4 gives a descriptive summary of the differences in racially isolated experiences
between Black and White male principals. The table depicts two main categories: Understand the
Culture (for White male principals) and People’s Perceptions (for Black male principals). Table 4
shows how each area may alter a principal’s experience.
Table 4
Summary of the Differences in Racially Isolated Experiences
Understanding the Culture --- White Male Principals
Challenges
Lack of understanding of students and Families
background, and culture. This hinders relationships or
connection to establish trust.

Challenging others learned biases and assumptions and
eliminating your own. This creates separation and hinders
learning and engaging in the predominant culture of the
building. In addition, recognizing and calling out biases is
not only a challenge, but most of the time dismissed to
avoid conflict. However, this ultimately causes challenges
within the culture.

Lack of resources for mental health and academia. All
three White principals expressed a concern with the lack
of resources to challenge mental health needs of their
schools’ students and lack of funding for the best
academia. This leads to poor test scores and increases
negative behaviors within the school. When mental health
is not addressed, mental health issues are seen as
behavioral which ultimately hinders the climate and
culture of the school.

People’s Perception, particularly White
Colleagues---Black Male Principals Challenges
Being a Black male. The stereotypes and
assumptions that White colleagues refuse to abandon
hinders their leadership capabilities. It is hard for
Black males to be principals when people dismiss
them; the idea of them as the leader is often
challenged.
Authority and Decision-making. All three
participants stated it is very frustrating when making
decisions for their school and it results in being
questioned as to why, or concern is expressed about
the decision. This ultimately leads Black male
leaders needing to do or explain things in multiple
ways or allowing your superior or another colleague
someone to explain so everyone then begins agreeing
with you.
Lack of People of Color for support or mentorship.
All three principals agreed that not having another
person that looked like them, or had a similar lived
experience was a challenge. Creating this type of
mentorship would be ideal to combat the
perceptions, offer coping skills, and provide ways to
thrive within their leadership.
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Table 5 below gives a descriptive summary of the similarities in racially isolated
experiences between Black and White male principals. Both groups believed that success toward
educational equity was the greatest challenge in their situations. The chart below describes how
addressing the issue of racial and educational inequities can alter the principals ’experiences.
Table 5
Summary of the Similarities in Racially Isolated Experiences
Equity-White Male Principal Challenges

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Eliminating biases and assumptions from
self and others
Resources for Mental Health and Academia
Suspension
Culturally Relevant Practices
Professional Development
Achievement and Integration
Hiring
Policy and procedures

Equity--Black Male Principal Challenges
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Hiring
Suspension
Policy and Procedures
Showcasing great leadership to build trust
and eliminating imposed biases and
stereotypes
Mental Health Resources
Curriculum
Professional Development
Culturally Relevant Teaching practices
Achievement and Integration

Chapter IV has provided the results of the study. In Chapter V the summary of the findings
from the study is shared, along with limitations of the study and future recommendations to the
field of educational administration and further research.
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Chapter V: Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations
Overview
This chapter presents a summary of the study and conclusions formulated from the data
presented in Chapter IV. The purpose of the chapter is to provide conclusions and discussions
from the study results. Additionally, the research rendered a concluding statement that provides
context to the research and prepares future researchers for further study of Racially Isolated
Principals. The findings contribute to broadening the discourse and informing the field of
educational leadership of the perspectives and challenges facing Racially Isolated Principals, a
growing and significant population in school leadership.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study is to examine the challenges reported by a select group of three
Black and three White male principals who work in school environments whose student and or
staff demographics are different than their individual race. In other words, they work in racially
isolated environments. The study provides an analysis of the challenges, the support they receive
from their school districts, and their perspectives on race and its impact on their principalships.
Through the study, the researcher compared the commonalities and differences of Black and
White male principals ’perspectives who serve in racially isolated positions. It is anticipated the

study can contribute relevant research and provide insight to other racially isolated male
principals pursuing employment in a school setting where their race is not highly represented in
the dominant school culture.
To understand the phenomenon of Black male principals working in predominantly
White settings and White male principals in racially diverse settings, the researcher conducted a
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study that highlights their experiences and perceptions. Additionally, the researcher compared
their experiences to identify commonalities and differences. To best understand the challenges
that principals may face, it was necessary to explore the history of the principalship, the impact
of Brown Vs. Board of Education (1954) on Black leaders, the impact of Critical Race Theory on
decision making, the challenges of principals, and the impact of isolation.
The following research questions guided the study:
1. What did select Black male principals in Minnesota K-12 public schools report as
personal and professional job challenges when their race is not highly represented in
the demographics of their school buildings?
2. What did select White male principals in Minnesota K-12 public schools report as
personal and professional job challenges when their race is not highly represented in
the demographics of their school buildings?
3. What are the commonalities and/or differences in the personal /professional
challenges reported by select Black and White male principals in Minnesota K-12
public schools?
4. What did select Racially Isolated Principals in Minnesota K-12 public schools report
as personal or professional benefits working in a racially isolated setting?

Conclusions, discussion, limitations, and further recommendations for research and
professional practice are provided in the chapter.
Conclusions
During the interviews, participants disclosed their perspectives as a Black or White male
principal encountering the general challenges of the principalship and detailed a more complex
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set of challenges when their race did not mirror their schools ’demographics. Each participant
was able to express experiences and responses to interview questions. Participants from the study
often reflected on their responses which provided the researcher an up close and personal view of
the role of a Racially Isolated Principal, and how they navigated through their set of challenges
as a Black or White male principal leading a school where their race did not mirror the
demographics of the building. In addition, hearing their reflections showcased the many
complexities of their role, and showcased the various challenges.
As stated in the literature review, Harper (2018) shared the results from her survey on the
challenges principals face while leading in schools and states the following as: (a) managing
work-life balance, (b) meeting students ’mental health needs, (c) addressing toxic employees, (d)
supporting special education services, (e) being creative in retaining teachers, and (f) openly
communicating about safety and security protocols. Not only did the participants in the study
acknowledge the challenges that Harper listed, the participants also ranked them from greatest to
least. In addition, both Black male principals and White male principals provided a new set of
new specific challenges when leading a building where the race of the principal is not highly
represented in the demographics of the building.
According to data from Harper’s (2018) report, White male principals ’greatest challenge

in the principalship is meeting the mental health needs of students, while Black male principals
found work-life balance as the greatest challenge. Another important finding was that all the
principals, Black and White, believed communicating about safety and security protocols was the
least challenging aspect of the principal job.
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An analysis of the data indicated that Black male principals believed showing up as a
Black male principal, decision-making questioning, and the lack of support from people who
looked or had similar lived experiences (Lack of People of Color) were challenges when leading
a school where the demographics of the building do not mirror the principal’s race or culture.
White male principals identified engaging the culture, eliminating stereotypes and assumptions,
and lack of resources for students ’success as the top three challenges when leading a building
where the demographics do not mirror their race or culture.
Research Question 1
What did select Black male principals in Minnesota K-12 public schools report as
personal and professional job challenges when their race is not highly represented in the
demographics of their school buildings?
The first research question examined the challenges identified by Black male principals
leading in predominantly White settings. The three Black male principals detailed their
experiences in predominantly White settings by reporting that there needs to be an understanding
that you will experience some form of mistreatment, whether it is implicit or explicit bias, abuse,
prejudice, profiling, wage differentials, institutionalized racism, the denial of education,
oppression, usurpations, or the effects itself of being a person who is non-White. The three

Black male principals ’primary challenges started with just “showing up ’’as a Black male
principal in a predominantly White setting. Mcintosh (2005) argued that the leadership
competencies of Whites in similar leadership situations are not subjected to scrutiny due to the
acceptance of White hegemony and that Whites in leadership has been the dominant accepted
standard. Black male principals all believed this could be highly attributed to the lack of seeing
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and recognizing Black males as the leader in schools because White males have for a long time
dominated the principalship. Anderson (2018) described this, when someone is promoted or is
higher up in a company, they will not notice the lack of diversity, especially in leadership.
Therefore, the higher you go in leadership the lack of diversity you will see.
George Franklin stated, “It is imperative for White colleagues to recognize and accept
Black males as the leader or principal in the building, without expecting them to greatly exceed
the standard for success.” In addition, each participant spoke of wanting to eliminate the
stereotype that Black males are just Dean of Students, Custodians, or Behavior
Paraprofessionals, etc. because Black males are smart enough, have the credentials, and are
capable to lead any school.
The findings also found that when Black male principals “show up” in their schools, it
means to show up without expressing emotion. As the idea of being true and authentic is
somehow overpowered with switch-coding. According to McCluney et al., (2019), “switch
coding is the behavioral adjustment which has long been a strategy for Black people to
successfully navigate interracial interactions and has large implications for their well-being,
economic advancement, and even physical survival” (¶1). McCluney et al. (2019) further stated,
“code-switching involves adjusting one’s style of speech, appearance, behavior, and expression

in ways that will optimize the comfort of others in exchange for fair treatment, quality service,
and employment opportunities” (¶2). That being said, many Black professionals tread cautiously
to avoid causing distress to the majority group’s sensibilities. Therefore, Black males are
discouraged to show any other emotion other than happiness as this could lead to more negative
stereotyping or them being seen as the angry Black male by others. George, Eric, and Treyvon
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all agreed they would like to just be seen as a Black male and not be perceived as the
stereotypical Black male.
Additionally, findings from the study established that all participants in the study had
experienced their decision-making questioned, limited access to other People of Color, and racial
and educational inequities as their top challenges. The study participants stated:
Not all people like the decision you are going to have to make. That’s just the reality. But
when my White colleagues make decisions they are never met with challenges. Because
people are not used to seeing us leading in the role of the principal, I think they believe
we are not capable.
Another participant stated:
A big challenge is not having a support or mentor group due to the lack of representation
of People of Color in the district. It is sometimes frustrating. My support group I had to
go out and find myself because I absolutely needed it.
Overall, each of the participants felt very connected to their school setting. However, as the
researcher analyzed the Black male experience, it is important to know that the Black male
principals were expected to lead in this setting effectively, while leading a school where the staff
and students in the setting had little to no diversity or cultural training and without others in their

settings who can share their perspective or lived experience. For this matter, this makes it hard
for Black males to successfully lead.
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Research Question 2
What did select White male principals in Minnesota K-12 public schools report as
personal and professional job challenges when their race is not highly represented in the
demographics of their school buildings?
The second research question examined the challenges identified by White male
principals leading in racially diverse settings. All three of the participants described
understanding the different cultures as being the greatest challenge. Each participant spoke about
how he wanted to create authentic relationships with families and students and understand the
culture of their students in greater depths. Lacking in this opportunity created or presented
barriers for relationship connections. The three White male principals were fully aware of the
importance of recognizing and understanding these cultural differences to not only understand,
but so they could build relationships. In addition, all three were striving to be culturally
responsive in their approach to ensure the success of every student in their building.
Additionally, the data illustrated that biases and/or assumptions have created several
barrier for actively engaging racially, culturally, and ethnically diverse families. Each participant
spoke how those learned stereotypes that are automatic, unintentional, implicitly or explicitly
done, and deeply ingrained have had the ability to affect their behavior, especially when making

decisions, building relationships, or when they simply make their way into our schools.
DiAngelo (2019) even stated, “for well-intentioned White people doing anti-racist and social
justice work, the first meaningful step is to recognize their fragility around racial issues—and
build their emotional stamina.” However, each participant agreed that is tough enough picking
their own biases, challenging their own fragility, and combatting their own assumptions, but it is
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even tougher when you must do this for a predominantly White staff that is servicing a
predominantly racially diverse population of students.
In addition, the participants also mentioned racial and educational inequities, lack of
resources for academia and mental health as other challenges in a culturally and ethnically
diverse setting. Educational outcomes for culturally and ethnically diverse children are much
more a function of their unequal access to key educational resources, including skilled teachers,
quality curriculum, teacher representation, and unfair policies and procedures. A John Hopkins
University and American University study (2018) provided evidence for just how much
representation matters in student outcomes, reporting that Black students are 13% more likely to
enter college if they had at least one Black teacher by the third grade. The likelihood of college
enrollment more than doubles (32%) for Black students with at least two Back teachers in
elementary school, according to the study (John Hopkins University and American University,
2018).
Research Question 3
What are the commonalities and/or differences in the personal/professional challenges
reported by select Black and White male principals in Minnesota K-12 public schools?
The third research question was related to commonalities and differences between the
Black male principal experience and the White male principal experience in racially isolated
experiences. The similarities in challenges were the equity work that needs to be done in racially
isolated settings. In addition, the differences from Harper’s (2018) report were that Black male
principals believed the greatest challenge was work life balance, while White male principals
believed students ’mental health needs were the most challenging. However, both Black and
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White male principals believed safety and security protocol was the least challenging. In her
report, Harper (2018) detailed six top challenges principals shared in a survey as the top
perceived challenges. Harper shared the results from the survey and stated the following six
challenges were identified: (a) managing work-life balance, (b) meeting students ’mental health
needs, (c) addressing toxic employees, (d) supporting special education services, (e) being
creative in retaining teachers, and (f) openly communicating about safety and security protocols.
Table 6 depicts each participants ’ranking from 1 to 6 with 1 the Most Challenging and 6
the Least Challenging aspect of their positions as a Racially Isolated Principal (using the Harper,
2018 study).
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Table 6
Ranking of Six Identified Challenges from Most Challenging (1) to Least Challenging (6)
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

George
Franklin

Managing
work-life
balance

Meeting the
students’
mental health
needs

Supporting
Special
Education
service

Addressing
toxic
employees

Being creative
in retaining
teachers

Communicating
about safety and
security protocol

Treyvon
Moore

Managing
work-life
balance

Addressing
toxic
employees

Meeting the
students’
mental health
needs

Supporting
Special
Education
service

Being creative
in retaining
teachers

Communicating
about safety and
security protocol

Eric
Gaines

Managing
work-life
balance

Meeting the
students’
mental health
needs

Supporting
Special
Education
service

Being
creative in
retaining
teacher

Addressing
toxic
employees

Communicating
about safety and
security protocol

Ethan
Anderson

Meeting the
students’
mental health
needs

Supporting
Special
Education
service

Managing
work-life
balance

Being
creative in
retaining
teacher

Addressing
toxic
employees

Communicating
about safety and
security protocol

Christopher
Benson

Meeting the
students’
mental health
needs

Managing
work-life
balance

Addressing
toxic
employees

Supporting
Special
Education
service

Being creative
in retaining
teacher

Communicating
about safety and
security protocol

Sean
Smith

Meeting the
students’
mental health
needs

Addressing
toxic
employees

Supporting
Special
Education
service

Managing
work-life
balance

Being creative
in retaining
teacher

Communicating
about safety and
security protocol

Table 7 depicts the top four challenges in the study that were reported in the interviews
when Black male principals lead buildings in predominantly White settings, and when White
male principals lead in a racially diverse setting.
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Table 7
Top Four Challenges in the Study that were Reported in the Interviews
Black Male Principal Leading in a Predominantly
White Setting

White Male Leading in a Racially Diverse Settings

●

Showing up as a Black Male Principal

●

Engaging and understanding the students’ and
families’ culture:

●

Questioning Decision-Making

●

Eliminating stereotypes and assumptions from
self or others.

●

Support: Lack of other POC for Mentorship or
supports in place

●

Lack of Resources/Student’s Academics

●

Racial and Educational Inequities

●

Racial and Educational Inequities

Research Question 4
What did select Racially Isolated Principals in Minnesota K-12 public schools report as
personal or professional benefits working in a racially isolated setting?

The fourth question examined the personal and professional benefits of working in
racially isolated experiences. All principals believed they gained personal and professional
benefit whether it was exposing students to different perspectives in leadership to focusing on
themselves and making themselves better for the population they served.
Schools should ensure that students are exposed to diverse perspectives. The reality is
that many neighborhoods and schools in suburban and rural America are not diverse and are

largely White. Students may not see many people who look different from them. Anderson
(2018) stated, “I want to suggest that there is something that may be even more important than
Black students having Black teachers and that is White students having Black educators!”
Moore, one of the Black male participants in the study added:
I think ALL students benefit from me being in this position. This is what keeps me going.
I know this is some kid’s first opportunity to see a Black male leader, and I am the one
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that gives them that light of lights. I get to show them Black males are not just rappers,
basketball players, or athletes but they are leaders of school, and hearing them say my
principal is pretty cool reaffirms my decision of my career.
Working in a racially isolated experience definitely has its challenges; however, there are
some benefits as well. Based on the participant response to Research Question 4 in the research
that asked, “What are the professional and personal benefits of working in a Racially Isolated
Experience?” and in partnership with a study by Siegel-Hawley (2012), this chart was created to
illustrate the advantages and disadvantages of working in a Racially Isolated Setting.
Table 8 depicts the advantages and disadvantages of working in a Racially Isolated
Experience
Table 8
Advantages and Disadvantages of Working in a Racially Isolated Experience
Advantages Working in a Racially Isolated Experience

Disadvantages Working in a Racially Isolated Experience

Improved Culture Insight

Microaggressions or Macroaggressions

Exposing students to different leadership

Authority and Decision-making questioning

Greater opportunity for personal and professional
growth

Token Hire

Cultural Sensitivity

Expected to be the voice for your Race.

Broader Perspective for Organization

Racial isolation

Improved organizations or school reputation
management

Negative mental health: low self-esteem, anger,
avoidance, emotional instability

Better hiring results for the company

Sometimes, Possibly no support

Offering a different perspective than others

Restriction on being Authentic self
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Recommendations for Professional Practice
Jorgenson (2001) suggested some of the following recommendations. The participants in
the study provided a few more and agreed with Jorgenson as well.
1. Acceptance. It is recommended that employees have exposure to diversity training in
teacher preparation programs, and within their district. In addition, hiring mentors or
providing them with an outlet to see a therapist or talk to someone with a similar lived
experience. Racially Isolated professionals often feel limited in opportunity to express
their values or bring their whole selves to work, due to unwelcoming organizational
cultures. Despite being confronted with challenges Racially Isolated Principals dayto-day behavior adds up to impact in redefining norms of leadership, actively
engaging the culture of the building, seeking trust from all stakeholders, trying please
the non-dominant race, and wanting to feel a part of the culture.
2. Better Hiring Practices for retaining, hiring, and normalizing Racially Isolated
Principals: It is recommended that school districts put more efforts into hiring a
diversified staffing pool. Research shows that teachers of Color help close
achievement gaps for students of Color and are highly rated by students of all races—
a fact that is even more relevant in light of persistent gaps between students of Color

and students from low-income families and their peers who are White or from more
affluent families.
3. Check-Ins: There is an increased value with Racially Isolated Principals, the amount
of benefits they offer to an organization is priceless. Therefore, the district should
make sure the Racially Isolated Principal feels supported and can function in a safe,
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healthy environment. Positive mental health is important in leadership. This requires
frequent check-ins from Human Resource Personnel and Superintendent and a sense
of acceptance to express concerns.
4. Develop a course designed on the Challenges of the Principalship. It is recommended
that a course be designed to address challenges and supports of the principalship. As
well as professional conference sessions to support principals in racially isolated
schools. Principals face challenges each day in improving student achievement in
their schools. Every principal encounters frustration in controlling student behavior,
recruiting teachers and staff, promoting personalized learning, improving teaching
effectiveness, assuring student retention, and developing parent support. In addition,
managing work-life balance, meeting students’ mental health needs, addressing toxic
employees, supporting special education services, being creative in retaining teachers,
and openly communicating about safety and security protocols are important aspects
of the job of the principal. The challenges increase when serving as a Racially
Isolated Principal.
5. Diversity Training. It is recommended that a course be designed to address
challenges and supports the principalship. As well as professional conference sessions

to support principals in racially isolated schools.
6. Mentorship/Support. It is recommended that school districts provide mentorship
programs to support Racially Isolated Principals who are interested in pursuing
leadership in a Racially Isolated Setting. Such programs would allow Racially
Isolated Principals to have other mentors to connect with professionally.
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Recommendations for Further Study
The study involved a small sample size of Racially Isolated Principals who work in
Minnesota. Based on the research, study, and conclusions drawn from the data, the following
recommendations are made for further research.
1. It is recommended that a qualitative study be conducted with regards to coping
mechanisms used by Racially Isolated Principals in their careers.
2. It is recommended that the study be replicated with Racially Isolated Principals of
races and genders other than Black males.
3. An additional research study could be conducted on how school districts address and
support Racially Isolated Principals.
4. It is recommended that a mixed method study be conducted solely on the challenges
Black males report they encounter in seeking, obtaining, and retaining their
educational administration positions.
5. It is recommended that a mixed method study, interviews, and surveys, be used in the
conduct of the study on challenges Racially Isolated Principals encounter in their
positions.
6. It is recommended that a qualitative study be conducted on Racially Isolated

Principals regarding the support they receive and what helps the most in minimizing
the challenges they encounter.
7. It is recommended that a qualitative and/or quantitative study be conducted with
district superintendents to see what support they offer to Racially Isolated Principals.
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Summary
The purpose of the study focused on examining the challenges reported by a select group
of three Black and three White male principals who work in school environments whose student
and or staff demographics are different than their individual race. In other words, they work in
racially isolated settings. The results from the study show that regardless of the principal’s race
there were challenges. Despite the challenges faced, the results also indicate there are some
professional and personal benefits of working in a racially isolated setting. The results indicated
that Black male principals in the study faced more inequities and more extreme race related
challenges when leading a school where the demographics of their school is not highly reflective
of their race than did the White principal study participants. Black male principals reported race
conflict, and simply being a Black male and questioning about their decision-making and lack of
support or mentorship for People of Color as the three biggest challenges. The results also
indicated that White male leaders faced challenges as well as they are expected to know and
understand multiple cultures, challenge other White colleagues on racial inequities, while
navigating their own racial journey to eliminate their own biases and assumptions that society
has encouraged, whether it was inherited behavior or learned behavior. White male principals
reported engaging and understanding the students ’families and culture, eliminating stereotypes

and assumptions from self and others, and lack of resources/student academia as their biggest
challenge.
The participating educational administrators reported Racial Inequity was the biggest
challenge as a White male principal and as a Black male principal. However, racial inequity
looked different according to Black male principals and White male principals. White male
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principals reported: eliminating biases and assumptions from self and others, resources for
mental health and academia, suspension amongst students of Color, lack of experience with
culturally relevant practices, lack of professional development or equity training, and outdated or
biased hiring practices. Black male principals reported: lack of hiring People of Color,
decreasing the suspension rate amongst students of Color, exposing and eliminating policies and
procedures that do not benefit all students, showcasing great leadership to build trust and
eliminating imposed biases and stereotypes about Black males, fighting for inclusive curriculum,
training or providing professional development for colleagues on equity, and being the leader on
culturally relevant teaching practices.
Through the interview process, it was common for all Racially Isolated Principals to feel
alone or on an island when addressing racial inequities. In addition, some also felt they needed to
remain silent on some issues due to being one of the few or the only in a district and refused to
challenge the majority thoughts and decisions. This statement is one of the many reasons that
school districts should be hiring more diverse individuals as systemic help, mentorship, showing
students differences in leadership, and just the feeling of knowing someone that looks similar to
you working in the same district is a comfortable feeling.
In conclusion, as racially diverse classrooms continue to become more prevalent and

leadership continues to look different than the status quo of all White. It is imperative for all
students to feel a sense of belonging and see themselves reflected in the school leadership and
this is done by showing them a diverse leadership. Therefore, it is time for districts to support
Racially Isolated principals by committing to change their bias hiring practices, and making a
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commitment to understanding, and supporting Racially Isolated Principals as they are becoming
more interested and hired in school leadership positions.
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Appendices
Appendix A: IRB Consent Form
St. Cloud State University
Consent to Participate
Christopher Rogers, Principal Investigator
Dr. David Lund, Advisor
Title: THE CHALLENGES RACIALLY ISOLATED MALE PRINCIPALS ENCOUNTER WHEN
LEADING SCHOOLS IN WHICH THE DEMOGRAPHICS OF THE BUILDING ARE NOT
REFLECTIVE OF THEIR RACE.
You are invited to participate in a research study about the challenges racially isolated male principals encounter
when leading schools in which the demographics of the building are not reflective of their race.
If you agree to be part of the research study, you will be asked to participate in an hour and a half-structured
interview. In this study, you will be helping us understand the challenges of Racially Isolated Principals. In addition,
we will discuss a range of topics in regard to race, the challenges of the principalship, the impact of race on
leadership, and the challenges faced when the demographics of the school does not reflect your race. This will be in
a structured interview format. Therefore, I would like to audio/video record your interview and then we will use the
information to analyze, quote, summaries, review commonalities and differences with other participants, and report
the challenges faced when school principals are racially isolated.
The purpose of the study is to examine the perceptions of a select group of racially isolated school male principals in
Minnesota regarding their challenges they encounter. Through the study the researcher will be able to compare and
contrast the commonalities and differences of Black and White male principals ’perspectives in racially isolated
positions and contribute to the literature by examining what it means to be a Black male principal or a White male
principal leading a school where the demographics of the building is not reflective of the individual’s race. It is
anticipated the study can contribute relevant knowledge to scholarly research and provide insight to other inspiring
racially isolated male principals pursuing employment in a school setting where their race is not highly represented
in the dominant school culture.
Again, I reiterate, I would like to record your responses and your audio/video will be kept safe, and your identity
will not be disclosed. This would be confidential, and I have considered the factors and there is no foreseeable risk.
Therefore, your responses will be kept strictly confidential, your name will not be disclosed nor will identified direct
quotes be used. During the interview you may refuse to answer any questions. After the completion of the
interviews, you will receive your transcribed interviews. At this point, if you wish to make expanded responses or
note omissions to the transcription, you may.
Participating in this study is completely voluntary. Your decision, whether or not to participate, will not affect your
current or future relations with St. Cloud State University, or the researcher. If you decide to participate, you are free
to withdraw at any time without penalty. If you have questions about this research study, you may contact my
committee chair David Lund at Dlund1@stcloudstate.edu. Results of the study can be requested from the researcher
or you may view the study on the St. Cloud State University Repository.
The following information means you meet the criteria to participate in the study: You are either:
•A current Black or White male elementary or secondary principal.
•A previous Black or White male elementary or secondary principal within the last 5 years, • And,
•The setting of the building you are leading or did does not mirror your race or culture; (50% or greater of the
student population does not mirror the principal’s race).
•You are a male principal in the state of Minnesota.
•Must hold a Minnesota principal’s license and work in public education.
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Your signature indicates that you are at least 18 years of age, you have read the information provided above, and
you have consent to participate.

____________________________________
Signature

_________________________
Date
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Appendix B: Invitation to Participate in the Study
Research Letter of Invitation
Research Title: THE CHALLENGES RACIALLY ISOLATED MALE PRINCIPALS ENCOUNTER
WHEN LEADING SCHOOLS IN WHICH THE DEMOGRAPHICS OF THE BUILDING
ARE NOT REFLECTIVE OF THEIR RACE
Date: (

)

Dear [Expected Participant],
My name is Christopher Rogers, and I am a doctoral student at St. Cloud State University. I am writing to invite you
to participate in my research study about The Challenges of Racially Isolated Principals in Minnesota K-12 Public
Educational System.
You are eligible to be in this study because you meet the following criteria: You are either:
● A current Black or White male elementary or secondary principal.
● A previous Black or White male elementary or secondary principal within the last 5 years, And,
● The setting of the building you are leading or did does not mirror your race or culture; (50% or greater of
the student population does not mirror the principal’s race)
● You are a male principal in the state of Minnesota,
● Must hold a Minnesota principal’s license and work in public education.
I obtained your contact information from researching all districts in Minnesota, looking at the demographics of the
school, and looking at the principal of the building. Once, I determined that you met the qualification, I put your
name in a google spreadsheet to reach out to gain your acceptance in hopes you would be willing to participate. If
you decide to participate in this study, you will be helping us understand the challenges of Racially Isolated
Principals. In addition, you would be participating in an hour and a half interview where we discuss a range of topics
regarding race, the challenges of the principalship, the impact of race on leadership, and the challenges faced when
the demographics of the school does not reflect your race. This will be in a structured interview format. Therefore, I
would like to audio/video record your interview and then we will use the information to analyze, quote, summaries,
review commonalities and differences with other participants, and report the challenges faced when school
principals are racially isolated. Just a reminder, your audio/video will be kept safe, and your identity will not be
disclosed. This would be completely anonymous, and I have considered the factors and determined that there will be
no risk.
Remember, this is completely voluntary. You can choose to be in the study or not. If you would like to participate or
have any questions about the study, please email or contact me at Christopher Rogers, roch1103@stcloudstate.edu
or 651-775-1014. Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Christopher Rogers
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Appendix C: Interview Protocol
Chris Roger’s Interview Protocol
Introduction: Ice breaker
●
●
●

Tell me about yourself (education, career, items of interest, where you grew up).
Did your background influence your decision to become a principal? A mentor? Teacher? Family member?
How many years have you been a principal? In this district?

Research Question 1.

What did select Black male principals in Minnesota K-12 public schools report as
personal and professional job challenges when their race is not highly represented in
the demographics of their school buildings?

A. What challenges have you encountered as a Black male principal in a school where your race was not
represented in the school’s demographics?
Prompts:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Did your race/ethnicity have any role in the hiring process either positively or negatively?
What is unique about this setting that makes this experience work for you?
Have you felt like leaving this setting? Why or why not?
What are some personal and professional benefits of being a Black male in your school setting?
Describe how you believe staff, students, and parents (either those of the same race or those not of the same
race as you) regard you in your position as principal.
How would you characterize your interactions with non-Black colleague administrators?
What has been the most challenging aspect of your position as principal in the setting you are working?
According to Harper (2018), the top six challenges principals identified in a survey included: How would
you rank these from most challenging to least?
a. Managing work-life balance
b. Meeting students ’mental health needs
c. Addressing toxic employees
d. Supporting special education services
e. Being creative in retaining teachers
f. And openly communicating about safety and security protocols.

Additional comments:
Research Question 2.

What did select White male principals in Minnesota K-12 public schools report as
personal and professional job challenges when their race is not highly represented
in the demographics of their school buildings?

A. What challenges have you encountered as a White male principal in a school where your race was not
represented in the school’s demographics?
Prompts:
9.
10.
11.
12.

Did your race/ethnicity have any role in the hiring process either positively or negatively?
What is unique about this setting that makes this experience work for you?
Have you felt like leaving this setting? Why or why not?
What are some personal and professional benefits of being a White male in your school setting?
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13. Describe how you believe staff, students, and parents (either those of the same race or those not of the same
race as you) regard you in your position as principal.
14. How would you characterize your interactions with non-White colleague administrators?
15. What has been the most challenging aspect of your position as principal in the setting you are working?
16. According to Harper, 2018, the top six challenges principals identified in a survey included: How would
you rank these from most challenging to least?
a. Managing work-life balance
b. Meeting students ’mental health needs
c. Addressing toxic employees
d. Supporting special education services
e. Being creative in retaining teachers
f. And openly communicating about safety and security protocols.
Additional comments:
Research Question 3.

What are the commonalities and/or differences in the personal /professional
challenges reported by select Black and White male principals in Minnesota K-12
public schools?

Research Question 4.

What did select Racially Isolated Principals in Minnesota K-12 public schools report
as personal or professional benefits working in a racially isolated setting?
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